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Abstract
Organizations are increasingly adopting work teams as organizational structure to develop
innovations and so, rely on the innovative work behaviour of work teams. Despite that
innovation literature identified several team level variables that contribute positively to
innovation at the workplace, research on behaviour in innovation implementation within teams
is very limited. One study suggests that team learning behaviours influence team innovative
work behaviour positively, which attributes to innovation development within an organization.
Since the relationship between team learning and innovation implementation has limited
empirical support, the present study focused on qualitatively exploring the relationship between
team learning behaviours and innovation implementation within work teams through the
experience of work team members. A critical realist approach is adopted as methodology in
order to establish patterns and compare results across work teams. Data is collected through ten
semi-structured interviews with respondents belonging to two different work teams and
subsequently analysed through both deductive and inductive coding. Results showed widely
differing experiences with team innovation implementation and team learning behaviours
across and within the teams. Yet, the present study confirms that sharing, co-construction,
constructive conflict, reflexivity, team activity and boundary crossing have a positive effect on
team implementation behaviour.
Key words: innovation, team innovative work behaviour, team learning behaviour
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Introduction
“Innovation and creativity in the workplace have become increasingly important determinants
of organizational performance, success, and longer-term survival” (Anderson, Potočnik, &
Zhou, 2014, p. 1298). To develop new innovations, organizations have progressively
implemented work teams as an organizational structure (Fay, Shipton, West, & Patterson, 2015;
Hülsheger, Anderson, & Salgado, 2009). Implementing work teams as organizational structure
increased as research showed that “it is often the case that an innovation is originated and
subsequently developed by a team into routinized practice within organizations” (Anderson &
West, 1998, p. 239), indicating that organizations can achieve higher levels of innovation
through extensive use of teams (Fay et al., 2015; Shipton, West, Dawson, Birdi, & Patterson,
2016). Subsequently, studies on the predictors of innovation at the team and group level of
analysis (Anderson et al., 2014; Hülsheger et al., 2009; van Knippenberg, 2017) have increased
tremendously in the past decades. As a result, innovation literature identified several team level
variables that contribute positively to innovation at the workplace, which Anderson et al. (2014)
categorized into team structure and composition, team climate and team processes and
leadership style (see Appendix 1 for an overview). Of the categories defined by Anderson et al.
(2014), team climate and team processes seem to explain the variance in innovation outcome
the best.
Although literature identified team level variables to be facilitative and restrictive of
innovation at the workplace, studies about how within-team processes unfold over time are
underrepresented in the field (Anderson et al., 2014). The relationship between within-team
processes and innovation is important to understand because research showed that the initiating,
implementing, and stabilizing stages of the innovation process depend crucially on team
processes and structures (Drach-Zahavy & Somech, 2001) and that teamwork and cooperation
are essential for an innovation to be implemented effectively (West, Tjosvold, & Smith, 2003).
Moreover, van Knippenberg (2017) argues that there seem to be an implicit assumption that if
a team comes up with a creative idea, the team can implement that idea, or it will be
implemented later on. As, a result, research on problems associated with getting from idea
development to idea implementation is underrepresented in team innovation literature (van
Knippenberg, 2017).
Given that organizations increasingly implement teams as an organizational structure
(Andersson, De Dreu, & Nijstad, 2004) and expect them to contribute to the development of
new ideas, products, processes, and procedures (West, 2002), it is important to understand more
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about within-team processes and how team members should behave (Boon, Vangrieken, &
Dochy, 2016). The presence of work teams automatically implies occurrence of teamwork
behaviour (Cannon-Bowers, Tannenbaum, Salas, & Volpe, 1995). Teamwork is aimed to
achieve an action successfully and collectively, therefore teamwork behaviour is reflected in
the observable actions and verbal statements that team members show during interactions with
each other (Morgan et al., 1993). Similarly, if teams display behaviour while successfully and
collectively trying to innovate, that behaviour can be conceptualized as team innovative work
behaviour (TIWB), which is defined by Widmann, Messman, & Mulder (2016) as “the sum of
all physical and cognitive work activities teams carry out in their work context to attain the
necessary requirements for the development of an innovation" (p.432).
Most of the preceding studies on innovative work behaviour have overlooked teams as
level of analysis (Widmann et al., 2016, see Appendix 2). However, the study by Widmann et
al. (2016) suggests that innovative work behaviour of teams is influenced by the involvement
of teams in team learning behaviours. Team learning behaviours (TLB) are the collective
behaviour a team displays during their work in order to achieve a high quality of team
interaction resulting in change or improvement (Decuyper, Dochy, & Van den Bossche, 2010).
The degree in which a team accomplishes its goals or mission is defined as team performance
(Devine & Philips, 2001). The element that is considered to determine team performance is
team learning (Boon et al. 2016; Edmondson, 1999; Edmondson, Bohmer, & Pisano, 2001b;
Van den Bossche, Gijselaers, Segers, & Kirschner, 2006). Team learning is found to be the key
driver for organizational learning and innovation (Crossan, Lane, & White, 1999). Moreover,
organizational and collective learning is a necessity for the development and adoption of
innovation at the organizational level (Argyris,1993). Thus, it can be concluded that fostering
team learning will positively attribute to the development, and more importantly, the
implementation of innovations within organizations.
Team learning behaviours that showed the most consistent patterns of correlations with
team innovative work behaviour in the study by Widmann et al. (2016) are sharing and team
reflection as “work teams that shared more information and knowledge and reflected on team
tasks and processes, were more strongly engaged in developing innovative products and
processes” (p.447), which shows similarity to the findings of the study by Anderson et al.
(2014) on team level variables that contribute positively to innovation. Other dimensions of
team learning behaviours are co-construction, constructive conflict, team activity, boundary
crossing and storage and retrieval (Decuyper et al, 2010). Although the review of Widmann et
al. (2016) shows which team learning behaviour is most likely to be facilitative for team
6

innovative work behaviour, the review does not explain the relationship of team learning
behaviour with different phases of innovation development, which the authors refer to as the
exploration of opportunities and the generation, promotion, and realization of creative ideas.
To conclude, it has become apparent that understanding within-team processes and team
innovative work behaviour is important for innovation development within an organization.
Moreover, it shows that team learning behaviours influence team innovative work behaviour
positively, which attributes to innovation development within an organization. However,
research on innovation implementation within teams and the relationship between team learning
behaviours and team innovative work behaviour is very limited (van Knippenberg, 2017;
Widmann et al., 2016). In addition, the relationship between team learning and innovation
implementation has limited empirical support (Timmermans, Van Linge, Van Petegem, Van
Rompaey, & Denekens, 2012; see Appendix 2). Consequently, the aim of the present study is
to fill the gap in the existing literature by qualitatively exploring the relationship between team
learning behaviours and innovation implementation within a work team. Due to the exploratory
nature of the present study and the limited time and resources available, the study will focus on
the perceptions and experiences that work team members have on the relationship between team
learning behaviour and team innovation implementation within the team, rather than the team
innovative work behaviour as a broader concept. Hence, the following research question will
be addressed: “What relationship between team learning behaviour and innovation
implementation have work team members experienced in their team?”
The results of the present study help with building knowledge on how team members
implement innovations and how team learning behaviours are perceived to be facilitative or
restrictive in implementing innovations within a team. Moreover, the findings of the present
study allow different types of practitioners, for example team members, managers and
supervisors to identify team learning behaviours and to understand which learning behaviours
of teams to stimulate and confine in order to improve innovation implementation in the team.
Especially for team supervisors or managers, understanding team learning behaviours and the
role in the implementation process will be beneficial as it is often the case that team members
seek for validation on what behaviours to display (Edmondson, 1999; Edmondson et al, 2001a).
The present study is comprised of five chapters. The next chapter will explain the key
concepts of the present study, team innovation implementation and team learning behaviours,
that will result in expected research outcomes derived propositions. The third chapter will
explain the chosen methodology of the study. Chapter four will include the results of data
analysis, which will be discussed and reflected on in the fifth and final chapter.
7

Theoretical background
The present study is aimed at exploring the relationship between team learning behaviours and
team innovation implementation explained by the experience of team members. In order to
establish expected research outcomes of the present study, theory on the key concepts team
innovation implementation and team learning behaviours, and related constructs team
innovation, team innovation process and (team) innovative work behaviour will be discussed.
Team innovation implementation
In most studies the definition of team innovation is often conforming to the definition of
innovation by West & Farr (1990, p.9): “the intentional introduction and application within a
role, group or organization of ideas, processes, products or procedures, new to the relevant unit
of adoption, designed to significantly benefit the individual, the group, the organization or
wider society” and adapted to the boundary of a team (van Knippenberg, 2017). Literature on
team creativity and team innovation often overlap because some researchers take a narrower
understanding of creativity as solely idea generation and stress that innovation includes idea
implementation, whereas others see creativity as moving beyond idea development and more
in line with the concept of innovation (van Knippenberg, 2017). In the present study, innovation
is considered to be the total process that will result in modifications of existing systems at the
group level (West, 2002).
According to West (1990) the process of innovation at the group and organizational level exists
of four phases: recognition, initiation, implementation and stabilization. First, a team (member)
recognizes an opportunity and/or room for improvement that leads to the ideation of the
innovation. Second, the team (members) proposes the innovation to the whole team and or
organization, which might result in altering the initial idea, emergence of new ideas or
abandonment of the idea. Third, the idea is visibly implemented in the system of the team and/or
organization, possibly leading to further development of the idea, alteration or abandonment as
a result of resistance, cooperation, coercion, conflict and capitulation. Finally, stabilization
refers to the process where the innovation is integrated and routinized in the system. Similar to
the previous phases, if the stabilization process fails, modifications or abandonment will
happen. Thus, the process is considered to act cyclical but knows iterations, interdependencies
between phases and different rates of speed.
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Similar to other conceptualizations of innovative work behaviour (e.g. De Jong & Den Hartog,
2010; Dorenbosch, Van Engen & Verhagen, 2005), Messmann & Mulder (2012) operationalize
innovative work behaviour to include the following work activities:
-

Opportunity exploration: “being attentive to one’s work environment and keeping up
with recent developments and events. This includes changes of organizational
structures, events in other organizations, and new insights in one’s field of work.” (p.
45)

-

Idea generation: “publicly addressing substantial work-related problems, critically
examining predominant beliefs, as well as expressing and discussing ideas for necessary
changes regarding these problems.” (p.46)

-

Idea promotion: “winning the support of colleagues and supervisors, keeping them
informed about the ongoing process, negotiating with key actors about permissions and
resources, and diffusing ideas within and across the boundaries of one's work context.”
(p.46)

-

Idea realization: “developing a hands-on model or example of the innovation, making
others familiar with its details, examining outcomes for undesirable effects, and
planning its practical application in the work context.” (p.46).

-

Reflection: “encompasses assessing the progress of innovation development, evaluating
activities and outcomes based on criteria for success, examining one’s personal
advancement during innovation development, and improving action strategies for future
situations” (p.46)

The work activity that has been added by Messman an Mulder (2012) in the operationalization
of innovative work behaviour is reflection. However, only reflection on the innovation is part
of the conceptualization of the work activities of innovative work behaviour, since other types
of reflection are subsequent to the innovation process (Messman & Mulder, 2012).
The conceptualization of team innovative work behaviour by Widmann et al. (2016) is based
on the conceptualization of individual innovative work behaviour by Messmann and Mulder
(2012). In their study, Messman and Mulder (2012) reason that innovative work behaviour is
an explanatory construct for the contributions of employees to innovation development.
Accordingly, team innovative work behaviour refers to the contributions that teams make to
processes of innovation development (Widmann et al., 2016). Both conceptualizations stem
from organizational psychological models of innovation that distinguish between a creative and
implementation stage (Amabile, 1988; Messmann & Mulder, 2012; West, 2002; Widmann et
9

al., 2016). As a result, behaviour that can be considered as team innovative work behaviour is
categorized as either team creative behaviour or as team innovation implementation.
Team implementation behaviour refers to the championing and application of innovative ideas
by the team in organizational practice (Widmann et al., 2016). The description of idea
promotion and idea realization by Messman and Mulder (2012) will be used to explain team
implementation behaviour as it shows similarities with the definition by Widmann et al. (2016)
and the authors based their conceptualization on the article by Messman and Mulder (2012).
Furthermore, the distinction of innovative behaviours (i.e. idea promotion and idea
implementation) by Dorenbosch et al. (2005) show similarities as well, as idea promotion
means establishing support and commitment from others to be able to implement the
innovation, and idea implementation refers to turning the innovation into a feasible solution.
Based on the conceptualizations by Dorenbosch et al. (2005), Messman and Mulder (2012) and
Widmann et al. (2016), the construct of team innovation implementation is developed and
presented in Table 1. When comparing the conceptualization of team innovation
implementation to the model of West (1990), it seems that implementation behaviour will be
displayed during the initiation, implementation and stabilization phases of the innovation
process.

Dimension

Items (activities)

Championing / Promoting

-

Inform others about the process

The establishment of support

-

Negotiate about permissions & resources

and commitment within and

-

Diffusing ideas inside and outside of the

outside the team.

boundaries of the team

Application / implementation /

-

Develop a concept or prototype

realization

-

Share knowledge on the innovation

The realization of the innovation

-

Examine unexpected or undesired outcomes

within the work context.

-

Planning the application of the innovation

-

Implement the innovation in the work context

Table 1 Conceptualization of team innovation implementation by combining Dorenbosch et
al. (2005), Messman and Mulder (2012) and Widmann et al. (2016).
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Team learning behaviour
Literature distinguishes between two different meanings linked to team learning. One indicates
that team learning is the product of the social interactions within a team, whereas the other
describes team learning as the particular patterns of interactions (Edmondson, Dillon, and
Roloff, 2007). As the aim of the present research is to explore the relationship of team learning
behaviours and team innovation implementation behaviour, the study will focus on team
learning more as a dynamic behavioural process of interaction and exchange between team
members (Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2006). Decuyper et al. (2010) took a similar perspective as they
specify team learning as “a compilation of team-level processes that circularly generate change
or improvement for teams, team members, organisations, etc.” (p. 128). Within team levelprocesses Decuyper et al. (2010) distinguish between basic team learning behaviours and
facilitating team learning behaviours. Decuyper et al. (2010) define basic team learning
behaviour to be:
-

Sharing: “the process of communicating knowledge, competencies, opinions or creative
thoughts of one team member to other team members, who were not previously aware
that these were present in the team” (p. 116).

-

Co-construction: “the mutual process of developing shared knowledge and building
shared meaning by refining, building on, or modifying an original offer in some way”
(. . .) “leading to shared knowledge and new meaning that was not previously available
to the team” (p. 116-p. 117).

-

Constructive conflict: “a process of negotiation or dialogue that uncovers diversity in
identity, opinion, etc. within the team” (p.117).

Facilitative learning behaviours are defined as:
-

Team reflexivity: “the processes of co-constructing, de-constructing and re-constructing
shared mental models about current reality, and about team goals and methods”
(Decuyper et al., 2010, p.117).

-

Team activity: is the process of team members working together, mobilising physical
and psychological means required for goal attainment” (Decuyper et al., 2010, p.118).

-

Boundary crossing: “to seek or give information, views, and ideas through interaction
with other individuals or units. Boundaries can be physical, mental or organizational”
(Kasl, Marsick, and Dechant, 1997, p.230).

-

Storage and retrieval: the disposition and retention of knowledge that has been learned
by the group and the traceability and accessibility of that knowledge for later
inspection or use (Wilson, Goodman, & Cronin, 2007).
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Basic team learning behaviours reflect the process of what happens when teams learn
(Decuyper et al., 2010) and determine the ability of learning (Van Der Haar, Segers, and Jehn,
2013). Facilitating team learning behaviours shape the focus, context, and direction of team
learning, and so determine the learning outcome (Van Der Haar et al., 2013). Decuyper et al.
(2010) categorized team learning outcomes in five different ways. One of the categorizations is
about what teams learn, differentiating between task learning, process learning or social
learning (Rupert & Jehn, 2006, as mentioned in Decuyper et al., 2010). The conceptualized
team learning outcomes by Rupert and Jehn (2006) increase team performance but differ in
terms of contribution, that is task learning refers to improving the knowledge about content of
the task in hand, process learning is the result of improvement of work routines and work
procedures, and social leaning encompasses developing a better understanding of team
member’s behaviours and emotions by increasing knowledge about their personal lives and
personalities (Decuyper et al., 2010). Boundary learning is added as a fourth learning outcome
by Decuyper et al. (2010) because task, process and social learning can also happen beyond the
boundaries of a team. Boundary learning refers to learning about the role of the team in
relationship to its stakeholders (Decuyper et al., 2010).
Team learning behaviours and team innovation implementation
In the chapter Introduction is mentioned that teams that engage in team learning behaviours are
more likely to show team innovative work behaviour (Widmann et al., 2016). Moreover, team
learning has shown to determine team performance (e.g. Edmondson, 1999), organizational
learning and innovation (Crossan, et al.,1999). One study by Edmondson et al. (2001b) showed
that a new innovation in the field of cardiac surgery was implemented better by teams engaging
in learning behaviours. Therefore, the assumption is that engaging in team learning behaviours
will be beneficial to the team’s performance in innovation implementation, as basic team
learning will determine if teams will learn about their implementation behaviour and facilitative
learning behaviours decide whether the process or tasks of team innovation implementation are
improved. Accordingly, the first proposition is:
Proposition 1: Team members perceive that engaging in team learning behaviours is beneficial
for the team’s performance in innovation implementation, since basic team learning behaviours
enables the team to learn about the implementation process and facilitative behaviours help
with improving the implementation process.
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Sharing and team innovation implementation
According to Wilson (2007), the quality of team learning is determined by the level of detail
that is shared (depth) as well as the amount of team members involved (breadth). In order for
the team learning to be executed, team members must individually possess the knowledge and
have an understanding that other members share the same knowledge (Wilson, 2007).
Consequently, the processes involved in knowledge sharing are knowledge donating – sharing
personal intellectual capital with others – and knowledge collecting – consulting others to share
their personal intellectual capital (van den Hooff & de Ridder, 2004). Knowledge sharing can
be categorized in implicit (tacit) or explicit, whereas explicit knowledge sharing is referred to
as all forms of institutionalized knowledge sharing, and tacit knowledge sharing encompasses
individuals willingly sharing what they know and use what they learn (Wang & Wang, 2012).
Van den Hooff and de Ridder (2004) stress that tacit and explicit knowledge both are necessary
for knowledge creation. Wang and Wang (2012) explored the relationship between knowledge
sharing and innovation and found that explicit knowledge sharing has a positive effect on the
speed of an innovation, that is the time between the initial development to the
commercialization of the innovation, and both explicit and tacit knowledge sharing have a
positive influence on the quality of the innovation, that is the actual result compared to the
intended result (Wang & Wang, 2012). In sum, sharing and collecting tacit and explicit
knowledge in detail and depth is beneficial to implementing innovations as the process will be
efficient (speed) and effective (quality). Accordingly, the following proposition is developed:
Proposition 2: Team members will perceive that sharing knowledge about the innovation is
facilitative in team innovation implementation, as sharing will result in a more efficient and
effective innovation implementation.
Co-construction and team innovation implementation
The way team members interact is labelled as co-construction and constructive conflict
(Decuyper et al., 2010). Co-construction is reflected in team members constructively managing
differences in opinion and collectively develop shared knowledge, competencies, opinions or
creative thoughts through iterative processes and actions (Decuyper et al., 2010; Van den
Bossche et al., 2006). Differences in opinion can lead to different types of conflict, of which
destructive conflict hinders innovation implementation because it has a negative influence on a
team’s productivity as a result of deliberate or unintentional sabotage of team members (Kinicki
and Kreitner, 2008; McAdam, 2005). Yet, conflict can also be constructive, which is beneficial
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for innovation implementation, since it helps with legitimizing the innovation (McAdam,
2005). In order to reap benefits of conflict and protect the team from the negative effects,
conflict should be managed by tolerating divergence, stimulating openness to ideas and sharing
information, knowledge and skills (Desivilya et al., 2010). To reach common ground and
construct a shared meaning, activities, such as negotiation, elaboration and clarification are
necessary (Gabelica, Van den Bossche, Fiore, Segers, & Gijselaers, 2016). Establishing
common ground and legitimizing the innovation are both activities that will contribute to
acquiring support for implementing the innovation (i.e. championing/ promotion). Accordingly,
the following proposition is developed:
Proposition 3: Team members perceive co-construction to be facilitative in team innovation
implementation, as conflict management and development of a shared meaning helps with
legitimizing the innovation.
Constructive conflict and team innovation implementation
Constructive conflict is labelled as a situation where team members have different
interpretations and are dealing with these different interpretations through arguments and
clarifications (Van den Bossche, Gijselaers, Segers, Woltjer, & Kirschner, 2011). Literature
identified both positive and negative effects of disagreement (conflict) on group processes, such
as knowledge sharing and team learning (Stock, 2004). The positive relationship between
disagreement and sharing is supported by the idea that the more different ideas team members
initially have, the higher the level of team learning will be (van Offenbeek, 2001). The negative
effect of disagreement on knowledge sharing is attributed to the forming of communication
barriers (Tjepkema, 2003), causing harm to interpersonal understanding (Druskat and Kayes,
2000) and development of conflicts (Devine, 1999). An explanation of why there is
inconsistency in results on the relationship between disagreement and sharing, might be caused
by the existence of different types of conflict and the used measurement scale (De Dreu &
Weingart, 2003). However, a more recent study from Van Woerkom and Sanders (2010) show
that the openness for sharing ideas and suggestions is negatively affected by disagreement
regardless of the type of disagreement. Yet, the extent of disagreement does seem to play a role
the relationship with sharing, as it shows that too few and too much different views restrict team
performance, indicating an inverted U-shape relationship (Stock, 2004). Thus, it can be
assumed that a certain level of disagreement or conflict is needed for the team’s performance
in the implementation of an innovation. Accordingly, the following proposition is developed:
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Proposition 4: Team members perceive constructive conflict to be facilitative in team
innovation implementation to some extent, since too little or too much disagreement within the
team will cause conflicts and communication barriers.
Reflexivity and team innovation implementation
Reflexivity is a regulating process that includes teams reflecting on and modifying their work
methods and functioning (Schippers, West, & Edmondson, 2020). Studies on reflexivity have
mainly focused on one component of reflexivity, namely reflection, which entails the team
intentionally and collectively exploring work related issues (Schippers, Den Hartog, &
Koopman, 2007). However, West (2000) argues that reflection includes “questioning, planning,
exploratory learning, analysis, reviewing past events with awareness and coming to terms over
time with new awareness” (p. 4), and so considers planning and action/adaption to be other
components of reflexivity. A study by Gevers, van Eerde and Rutte (2001) found that reflexivity
had a positive effect on the progress a student team was making during execution phase of the
project in terms of meeting the deadline, indicating that reflexivity might positively attribute to
implementation behaviour in terms of speed or efficiency. Moreover, reflexivity helps with
distinguishing good from bad ideas, which in turn is beneficial for implementation with regard
to achieving the intended result (i.e. innovation quality) (De Dreu, 2002). Accordingly, the
following proposition is developed:
Proposition 5: Team members perceive team reflexivity to be facilitative in team innovation
implementation, as reflection, planning and action/adaption is beneficial to the speed and
quality of innovation implementation.
Team activity and team innovation implementation
In addition to learning through evaluation and transferring of knowledge, teams can also learn
from doing (Decuyper et al., 2010). Team activity can be conceptualized as action taking, which
encompasses iterative processes of acting and acquiring feedback (Kayes, Kayes & Kolb,
2005). A study by Savelsbergh et al. (2009) showed that experimenting (i.e. acting upon and
requiring feedback) could not prove that a positive, direct relationship with team learning exists,
since teams need both action and reflection in order to make team learning possible. Another
conceptualization of team activity is “behaviors that involved taking action to test or implement
new ideas” (Edmondson 2002, p. 32), which shows resemblance with the conceptualisation of
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the dimension adaption of team innovation implementation. Accordingly, the following
proposition is developed:
Proposition 6: Team members perceive team activity to be facilitative in team innovation
implementation, since taking action to test and implement is necessary in pursuing and
realizing the intended innovation.
Boundary crossing and team innovation implementation
Crossing boundaries is necessary for team learning as the existence of boundaries inhibits
sharing knowledge, competency, opinions or creative ideas with different stakeholders
(Decuyper et al., 2010). Boundaries represent intangible lines that distinguish persons, groups
and organizations from one another (Dechant, Marsick, & Kazl, 1993) and can be categorized
as physical, mental or organizational (Kasl et al., 1997). Regarding knowledge sharing, the
origin of boundaries can be syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic of nature (Carlile, 2002). Syntactic
boundaries are present if no pre-determined specifications and agreement on differences and
dependencies across boundaries are available, causing communicating issues (Carlile, 2002).
Semantic boundaries are the result of different interpretations and meaning existing among
different actors (Rau, Neyer, & Möslein, 2012). Pragmatic boundaries originate from different
interests of actors (Rau et al., 2012), and reluctancy to change, influence and alter their
knowledge (Carlile, 2002). In order to prevent the negative effect of the before mentioned
boundaries and not being able to share knowledge across boundaries, team members should be
able to transfer, translate and transform information (Carlile, 2004). Another conceptualization
of boundary crossing activity is divided in networking and ambassador activities (Decuyper et
al., 2010), meaning establishing the possibility to communicate outside the team’s boundary
and communicating across the boundary in order to lobby and convince stakeholders (Ancona
& Caldwell, 1992; Edmondson, 2002). Since a key component of team implementation
behaviour is generating support and commitment within and outside the team (Dorenbosch et
al., 2005), boundary crossing seems to be a necessary behaviour. Accordingly, the following
proposition is developed:
Proposition 7: Team members perceive boundary crossing to be facilitative in team innovation
implementation, as crossing boundaries helps with acquiring the support that is needed for
implementing the innovation.
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Storage and retrieval and team innovation implementation
Knowledge can be saved in repositories of material and non-material nature, referred to as
‘hardware’ and ‘software’ (Decuyper et al., 2010). Indexing, filtering and maintaining are
considered important activities related to storage (Wilson et al., 2007; Olivera, 2000). The
storage of knowledge has a positive influence in innovation performance of the organization
(Ode & Ayavoo, in press; Lai, Hsu, Lin, Chen, & Lin, 2014). Although organizations develop
knowledge and learn, empirical studies found that organizations also forget or lose track of
developed knowledge (Argote, Beckma, & Epple, 1990; Darr, Argote, & Epple, 1995). Hence,
storing knowledge (organizing) and retrieving knowledge (memory) are important components
of organizational knowledge management (Starbuck & Hedberg, 1977).
Knowledge management within teams is often referred to as transactive memory systems,
which includes both storage and retrieval of knowledge (Zhang, Hempel, Han, & Tjosvold,
2007). Transactive memory systems include cognitive structures that enable team member to
organize and acquire necessary information to complete tasks (Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2006) and
is especially helpful for complex and non-routine tasks (Zhang et al., 2007), such as
implementation innovation. Accordingly, the last proposition is developed:
Proposition 8: Team members perceive storage and retrieval to be facilitative in team
innovation implementation, since acquired knowledge about implementation behaviour is
organized and accessible, resulting in better performance in innovation implementation.
The expected research outcome of the relationship between team learning behaviours and team
innovation implementation as perceived by work team members is visualized into a framework
to enhance understanding of the study (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Simplified framework with research propositions
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Methodology
The aim of the present study is to explore the relationship between team learning behaviours
and team innovation implementation as perceived by work team members. Accordingly, a
qualitative research approach is best fitting when the aim of the research is to acquire
knowledge and understanding about a correlation between phenomena (Bleijenbergh, 2015).
Literature on team learning behaviour and team innovation implementation is used to establish
eight expected research outcomes (see Theoretical Background) and predetermined categories
and codes (see Appendix 5), indicating a positivistic ontology and deductive reasoning research
approach (Bleijenbergh, 2015). Moreover, the research intention is to identify patterns and
compare across cases (i.e. work teams) and is not solely concerned with understanding the
subjective, constructed world of human experience and so, less concerned with social
constructionism or interpretive approaches. Yet, empirical studies on the relationship between
team learning behaviour and innovation implementation has limited empirical support
(Timmermans et al., 2012). Therefore, a critical realism approach is adopted as a guiding
ontology and epistemology because a critical realist approach to data analysis allows for
distinction between the existence of an objective ‘truth’ while acknowledging the existence of
a changing subjective social construction (Fletcher, 2017; Vincent and O'Mahoney, 2018).
Whereas an interpretative phenomenological analysis approach is mainly intended to establish
in-depth knowledge of an individual’s lived experience and describe the found results in detail
(Barbour, 2012), the critical realist approach permits the experience and understanding of the
respondents in the study to test existing scientific knowledge and theory to develop explanations
and recommendations, and generalize to theory (Redman-MacLaren and Mills, 2015). The
details of how critical realist approached shaped the selection of respondents, data collection
and data analysis were established will be elaborated on below. Furthermore, quality criteria
and research ethics will be discussed.
Respondent selection
The unit of analysis in the present study consist of work team members that have experience in
team innovation implementation. As mentioned above, the intention of the study is to be able
to establish a pattern of experiences within a team and compare these patterns across different
teams. In order draw conclusions about patterns within the teams and to compare results across
teams, generalizability must be achieved through involving all team members in the study to
establish an aggerate of the team that allows for generalizability (Kumar, 2018). However,
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resources in the present study are limited and so, perfect generalizability is not likely to be
achieved, implicating some extent of exceptional fallacy to be present in the study. To reduce
exceptional fallacy to a minimum, data of respondents was only included if at least two team
members could be interviewed.
Considering the desire to find patterns in the data and make comparisons, the sample
strategy that is chosen is ‘purposive’ or ‘theoretical’ (Barbour, 2014). The respondents will be
selected on three selection criteria. First, respondents must be a member of a work team that is
formed to complete organizationally relevant tasks (Kozlowski & Bell, 2003). Second, the work
team should be a formal and permanent whole of at least two interdependent individuals
(Rousseau, Aubé, & Savoie, 2006). Third, the respondents and their work team must have
implemented an innovation at least once to be able to share experiences. Respondents were
recruited with the help of an online announcement placed on LinkedIn and an internal
communication platform of an organization (Appendix 3). The announcement was written in
Dutch, since it is the native language of the researcher and included the selection criteria for
participation.
In total, twelve interviews have been conducted during the period of May 27th till June
9th of which ten interviews have been selected for analysis. The reason for excluding two of the
interviews is because both of those respondents belonged to different teams and due to time
constraints, including more interviews with their team members was not feasible. The selected
respondents belonged to two different teams and companies (see Table 2). Qualitative studies
are allowed to have a smaller sample size, if data is comprehensive and data saturation can is
achieved (Bleijenbergh, 2015; Boddy, 2016). However, the nature of the study is of exploratory
and time and resources are not abundantly available, causing full data saturation to be a nonachievable goal. Consulting the supervisor and examiner about the sample size of the study, ten
respondents were considered to be sufficient for conducting the study. Looking at the sample
size in comparison to the corresponding number of team members, it can be concluded that the
representation of respondents of both teams has passed the pre-determined threshold of at least
two team members. Yet, the experiences of Team T are better represented than the experiences
of Team O (55,56% and 16,67%), suggesting that the results of Team T are more appropriate
for generalizability compared to the results of Team O.
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Team label

O

T

Type of organization

Office furniture retailer

Telecommunication provider

Organizational goal

Increase sales and expand in

Improve collaboration between

of the team

the market of Dutch SME’s

marketing and sales departments

Number of team

30

9

Experience with

Process/procedure:

Process/procedure:

innovation

(1) holacracy as organization

(1) reorganization/ working

implementation

structure and (2) development

together with agile team

members

of role sales support
Respondents

O1, O2, O3, O4 and O5

T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5

Table 2 Characteristics interviewed teams
Data collection
In the starting phase of the present study, the intention was to make observations of the work
teams working together and conduct a semi-structured interview with each team member
separately to deepen knowledge about their observed behaviour, since this type of data
collections seems best fitting to the qualitative nature of the research (Bleijenberg, 2015) and
the critical realist perspective (Roberts, 2014). However, during the research process the
COVID-19 virus was spreading globally (National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment, 2020a; World Health organization, 2020). To prevent the virus from spreading
uncontrollably, the Dutch government took measures (Government of the Netherlands, 2020;
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2020b). One of the measures taken
by the Dutch government was to stay at home as much as possible and only go out when
absolutely necessary (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2020b). As a
result, respondents will be asked to participate in the semi-structured interviews by video
calling with communication programmes Skype, Microsoft Teams and Zoom to prevent
potential contamination of the virus between respondents and the researcher.
The semi-structured interviews are conducted in Dutch, since it is the first language for
both the researcher and the respondent. Moreover, the semi-structured interviews are
audiotaped, since this will allow for transcribing the verbatim of the interview and thus provide
a more complete data set (Bernard, 2002). Moreover, audiotaping the interview permits the
researcher to make notes about the interview during the interview (Bernard, 2002). By using
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video calling rather than audio calling, the respondents could be observed to some extent
(Deakin & Wakefield, 2013). Following the guidelines of McLellan, MacQueen & Neidig
(2003), the audio files and transcripts of the interview are saved on the secured computer of the
researcher and backed-up a secured cloud storage. After the research has ended the files will be
deleted permanently.
To guarantee that the key constructs of the present study are discussed in the semistructured interviews, an interview guide has been developed (Bernard, 2002). After a test
interview, the definition of team innovation was added to the guide and some questions were
changed in order (see gray text in Appendix 4). During the interview, questions are checked off
and field notes are made in order to make sure all topics are covered (Barbour, 2014). First, the
respondent is introduced to the research topic followed by general questions about the
respondent’s team. Then the respondent is asked about former experiences of the team with and
innovation implementation, followed by some in-depth sub questions related to the
propositions. To stimulate the respondent to provide more information and simultaneously
avoid being directive in the interview, different types of probing (i.e. silent probe, echo probe,
uh-uh probe and tell me more probe) is used (Bernard, 2002). After each interview the
transcripts are sent to the respondent for feedback, as this broadens and deepens the
understanding of the respondent’s subjective experience (Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003).
The data of the present study was collected following the predetermined strategy.
However, regarding the location of the interview, the respondents belonging to Team O have
been interviewed in a meeting room on-site instead of video calling programs, as this was
suggested for the convenience of the respondents. At that time the safety measures prescribed
by the Dutch government were revised and changed to keeping 1,5-meter distance to others.
Since the location of the interview allowed for the new measure to be adhered to, the researcher
agreed to the change of the location.
Data analysis
Data analysis proceeds in accordance to the analytical process of the critical realist
approach. First, data is reduced to a manageable form by labelling the data with codes retrieved
from theory (i.e. deductive coding) (Fletcher, 2016; Sobh and Perry, 2006). Next, inductive
coding is applied by use of axial and selective coding in order to understand the topic in the
context of the respondent and reflect the respondent’s experience (Basit, 2003; Creswell, 2015)
as well as identifying entities, essences and mechanisms (Vincent and O'Mahoney, 2018). After
coding the transcripts, the next step consists of re-describing the empirical data with theoretical
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concepts (i.e. abduction) and determining the contextual conditions that are part of causal
mechanism in the observed data (i.e. retroduction) (Fletcher, 2012; Vincent and O'Mahoney,
2018).
For coding the transcripts, qualitative analysis software Atlas.ti is used, as it provides
structure and overview in the process of analysis. In addition, output from Atlas.ti (i.e. coded
quotes and comments) is used to compare findings and establish patterns. The coding and
analysis are executed in the Dutch language, since it is strongly suggested to extend the use of
the original language to reduce the loss of meaning and enhance the validity of the study (van
Nes, Abma, Jonsson, & Deeg, 2010). Therefore, the researcher translated the key constructs
from English to Dutch (i.e. forward translation) to create a priori codes (see Appendix 5).
Inductive coding the dataset resulted in the emergence of 296 codes (see Appendix 6). The
coded transcripts are only sent to the supervisor and second examiner.
The results of data analysis are back-translated from Dutch to English. First, the
experience with the themes team innovation implementation and team learning behaviours and
corresponding items, based on deductive coding are discussed. Next, based on inductive coding,
several types of behaviour are identified (i.e. items) and are considered to have a positive or
negative effect in the innovation implementation (i.e. themes). The discussion of the results is
accompanied with original and translated quotes from the transcripts to functions as illustration
and to represent the observed data.
Criteria of quality
The quality of qualitative research can be evaluated through four key concepts: credibility,
transferability, dependability and confirmability (Jackson, Drummond and Camara, 2007).
Credibility (validity) is about the truthfulness of the study findings. In order to establish
validity of the semi-structured interview, a test interview was conducted with an individual
belonging to the target population. Moreover, the semi-structured interviews were audiotaped
and transcribed in verbatim to stay close to the respondent’s experiences. In addition, transcripts
of the semi-structured interviews were sent to respondents to check whether the data reflects
their experiences and reduce potential bias of the researcher. Furthermore, verbatim quotes are
used to support the results to add to validity. Since interviews are conducted in Dutch but the
study is published in English, both original and translated quotes are included.
Transferability is the extent to which detailed descriptions of the context of the study is
provided in order to help readers to generalize research findings to other research contexts (Polit
& Beck, 2010). In the present study a table with characteristics about the respondents and team
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context will be provided. Moreover, in the current chapter Methodology, the research setting,
and choices in the research process are explained in detail and reflected upon.
Dependability (or reliability) is considered a less important quality criteria as qualitative
research is often not intended for replication and data collection is mostly unstructured of nature
(Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012). In the present study, comparison of data across groups is
desirable and so, reliability and consistency are important. In addition, data is collected through
semi-structured interviews, which contain some inductive probing. Therefore, an interview
format is developed to preserve structure in conducting the semi-structured interviews
Considering conformability (objectivity), the instrument for data collection in is the
researcher herself and so, it is inevitable that some degree of subjectivity exists in the research
process. Yet, the researcher never met the respondents that participated of the research and was
not aware of the existence of the teams before starting the research.
Research ethics
Throughout the research process, the researcher has tried to uphold her ethical obligations
according to APA principles (Smith, 2003) and ethics related to qualitative research
(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2005). First, the researcher and the author of the present study is the same
person and operated alone throughout the whole process. Second, respondents that were invited
to participate in the study had no prior relationship with or knowledge of the researcher
beforehand. Hence, the researcher had no unethical relationship with the respondent and
participation to the study was voluntarily. Third, during the planning of the interview and before
the interview started, respondents were informed about the conditions of this research. The
conditions included that the interview would take place through video calling programs and
that the interviews would be audiotaped and saved until the research has finished. Furthermore,
respondents were promised anonymity for their and their companies’ identity and were
informed that the study will be published in the thesis repository of Radboud University.
Moreover, all respondents were sent the transcripts in order to correct misheard words, bad
reflections of thought or parts that could breach anonymity and grant permission for use of the
transcripts in the study. Lastly, the respondent was informed about the option to withdraw from
the research at any given time. At the same two moments the respondent was informed about
the conditions, the respondents were asked for permission to continue the study. In all cases,
respondents were happy to comply and grant permission.
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Results
As mentioned in the previous chapter interviews are conducted and analysed in Dutch to reduce
the loss of meaning and enhance validity of the study. Therefore, both original and translated
quotes accompanied with transcript references are included in boxes to support and illustrate
the findings of the study. Moreover, the interview transcripts were coded both deductively and
inductively (Appendix 5 and 6). Deductive coding resulted in recognizing the experience of the
respondents with team innovation implementation and team learning behaviours. Inductive
coding identified behaviours that are perceived as positive or negative for the innovation
implementation process.
Experiences with team innovation implementation
As discussed in Chapter 2, team innovation implementation knows two activities: (1) the
establishment of support and commitment within and outside the team (championing and
promoting) and (2) the realization of the innovation within the work context (application,
implementation and realization). Coding the transcripts with codes belonging to the activities
of team innovation implementation (see Appendix 5) resulted in representation of all codes, but
variance in frequency and respondents.
Championing and promoting
Diffusing ideas inside and outside the boundaries of the team (9/10)
Respondent O1 experiences that ideas about the innovation of holacracy is not being diffused
within the team anymore. However, respondent O3 views that ideas about the innovation
regarding the role of a sales support is shared but lacks forcefulness. Respondent O4 and O5
both encountered that ideas about the innovation are not shared with others outside the teams
proactively, since it is assumed that innovations might not have the same benefits for other
teams (see Quote 1). In contrast to Team O, almost all respondents of Team T experience that
ideas about the innovation are diffused inside and outside the team. Team members in Team T
use each other as a discussion partner and acquire feedback on projects. In addition, respondent
T3 and T4 explain that ideas of the team are shared inside and outside the team because it is
consciously used to convince others about the innovation (see Quote 2).
Quote 1
Original quote (Dutch):
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“Nee, niet alles, want het kan zijn dat voor ons heel goed werkt, maar voor hun niet.
(O5, p. 51)
Translated quote:
“No, not everything because it could be that things work well for us, but not for them.”
(O5, p. 51)
Quote 2
Original quote (Dutch):
“…als je dingen gedaan wil krijgen dan stakeholder management en wat je dan weet
van mensen wat hun primaire gedrag is, is wel essentieel om dat voor jezelf in kaart te
brengen en daar een soort van strategie voor uit te stippelen. Dus enerzijds is de inhoud
natuurlijk van de innovatie voor je team of je klant is natuurlijk heel belangrijk, maar,
hè, de route naar implementatie en de mensen die je onderweg tegenkomt, om dat goed
in kaart te brengen en daar mee om te gaan is minstens net zo belangrijk.” (T4, p. 107)
Translated quote:
“…if you want things done then stakeholder management and if you know what
people’s primary behaviour is, it is essential to picture a strategy roadmap. So, on the
one hand of course the content of the innovation for the team or the customer is
important, but, the route to implementation and the people that you meet on the wat, to
map that and deal with that is just as important.” (T4, p. 107)
Informing others about the process (8/10)
Whereas respondent O2 acknowledges that information is shared in stand-ups with the team,
respondents O1 and O4 mention that information sharing about the implementation of the
holacracy lacked, causing team members to interpret the innovation differently (see Quote 3).
Based on the explanations of respondents T1, T2 and T5, in Team T, team members are ought
to inform others about processes, since it is the primary task of a channel marketeer. However,
respondents T3 and T4 experience that informing others about the process also takes place to
make sure others understand what is happening and to support adoption of the innovation (see
Quote 4).
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Quote 3
Original quote (Dutch):
“We hebben hier nou gezien dat, uh, simpelweg overschakelen naar zelfsturing/ Ja, heel
veel mensen interpreteren dat als ‘Ja, maar ik kan dit toch zelf. Ik hoef dit toch niet te
doen? Dat moet ik toch zelf weten.’. Dat is geen ZELFSTURING. Zelfsturing, dat is
binnen de rol die je hebt en de verantwoordelijkheden die je daarin draagt, die dien je
uit te voeren. Maar mensen vertaalden dat helemaal niet zo, die keken niet naar hun rol
en hun verantwoordelijkheden, die hadden zoiets van ‘Ja, maar ik heb helemaal geen
zin om naar die klant te rijden’ (O1, p. 6)
Translated quote:
“We have seen that, um, simply changing to self-management/ Yes, a lot of people
interpret that like ‘Yes, but I can do it myself. I do not have to do this right? I will decide
for myself.’. That is not SELF-MANAGEMENT. Self-management, that is within the
role that you have and the responsibilities you carry, you need to execute them. But
people translated it differently, they looked at their role and their responsibilities and
were like ‘Yes, but I do not feel like driving to a customer.’ (O1, p. 6)
Quote 4
Original quote (Dutch):
“…ja, door ze duidelijk uit te tekenen en met mensen te overleggen, zeg maar, of ze ook
met zo’n werkwijze uit de voeten kunnen. Uhm. Ja, en het te monitoren.” (T4, p. 103)
Translated quote:
“…yes, to trace it out and consult with people, so to speak, whether they are able to
manage such method of working. Um. Yes, and to monitor it. (T4, p. 103)
Negotiate about permissions and resources (4/10)
In Team O, respondent O1 infers that a lot of negotiation was happening as a result of the
implementation of the holacracy and so about the meaning of self-management in the context
of Organization O (see Quote 3). Respondents T2 and T3 both experienced that negotiating
about permissions and resources were necessary for the implementation of their innovations
(see Quote 5).
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Quote 5
Original quote (Dutch):
“Maar het delen naar andere teams is denk ik meer wat ik zeg van die concrete
voorbeelden. Als wij bijvoorbeeld nadenken over diensten of over een vergoedingen
model, promo’s of campagnes of andere, incentives of zo. Ja, dat zijn dan innovaties als
het ware dat wij dingen op een andere manier gaan doen, die wij dan vervolgens wel
bedenken en delen met veel teams erbuiten. Wat ook logisch is want die moeten er
vervolgens wat van vinden.” (T2, p. 86)
Translated quote:
“But sharing with other teams is, I think, more for concrete examples. If we for examples
think of services or a reward model, promotions or campaigns or some, incentives or so.
Yes, those are innovations so to speak, that we, that we develop them and share them
with lots of other teams. Which makes sense because they have to have an opinion about
it.” (T2, p. 86)
Application, implementation and realization
Sharing knowledge on the innovation (9/10)
Within Team O, experiences related to sharing knowledge on the innovation is divided.
Respondent O1 perceives that knowledge used to be shared in team meetings, which do not
take place anymore. According to respondent O4, team members are too busy to share
knowledge. Opposed to respondents O1 and O4, respondents O2 and O3 experience that
knowledge on the innovation is shared by means of stand-ups or one-to-one conversations but
notice this is only the case for implementing the sales support role and not the implementation
of the holacracy as an organizational structure. As reported by respondent O3, sharing
information on the innovation of the holacracy as an organizational structure is not being shared
as a result of fear and insecurity caused by the old organisational culture that ruled (see Quote
6). Moreover, respondent O3 experiences that a lot of implementations are not completed before
new implementations are initiated.
In Team T, respondents T2, T3 and T5 both mention that knowledge on innovations are
shared within and outside the team. According to respondent T3, sharing knowledge on
innovations is part of the tasks of Team T. However, respondent T2 views that sharing
knowledge on the innovation is not a formalised process within Team T. Moreover, respondents
T2 and T5 both acknowledge that knowledge on the innovation of reorganization and adaption
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to agile teams is not shared within the team. Respondent T4 perceives that informing others is
the best way to describe activities in Team O, rather than sharing knowledge on the innovation.
Quote 6
Original quote (Dutch):
“Sommige dingen wel, uh, sommige dingen ook niet. Dan pakken we even de
verandering of vernieuwing van de rol binnendienst of de innovatie daarin. Uhm. Daarin
zie je wel dat er meer onderling overleg is en samen wordt gewerkt om het beter te
maken.” (…) “Dus als je dan vraagt ‘Wat voor gedrag zie je?’, uh, stukje angst, uh, en
onzekerheid,” (…) “Dus je ziet vaak bij innovaties, dat angst toch wel de kop op steekt.
Ik denkt dat dat met name te maken heeft met de cultuur van het bedrijf, waar heel veel
angst in zat en nog steeds zit” (O3, p. 20)
Translated quote:
“Some things yes, um, others not. If we take the change or renewal of the sales support
role as the innovation. Um. That is where there you see more deliberation and working
together to make it better” (…) “So if you ask: ‘What kind of behaviour do you see?,
um, a little bit of fear and insecurity.” (…) “So, what you see often with innovations is
that fear emerges. I think that it correlates with the organizational culture, where lots of
fear is embedded and still is”. (O3, p. 20)
Implementing the innovation in the work context (9/10)
For Team O, implementing the innovation in the work context in the case if the holacracy is
something that is perceived as not successful, since respondents experience that the old culture
is still maintained (Quote 7). Furthermore, respondent O4 explains that the implementations of
innovations in larger teams proceeds more slowly than in smaller teams, as everyone has a
different view and opinion. In contrast to the other respondents, respondents O2 and O5 both
mention that part of the holacracy is implemented in the form of stand-ups. Moreover, both
respondents list other implementations of process innovations, such as the adaption of the
showroom and the development of a standardized email. In Team T, respondents T2 and T4
explain that implementing innovations is not a continuous task (see Quote 8). However,
respondent T3 mentions another example of innovation implementation other than the
reorganization, namely the introduction of new value targets. In addition, respondent T3 feels
pressure to oblige to and implement innovations that are developed at management level.
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Quote 7
Original quote (Dutch):
“Dat is in principe wat je met implementatie hier een van de obstakels die je hebt. Ja,
het is Bedrijf O, Bedrijf O bestaat al 34 jaar. We doen al 34 jaar werken op een bepaalde
manier en dat proberen we nu anderhalf jaar anders in te richten en anders aan te pakken
door de kracht niet meer bij EEN persoon weg te leggen die alles beslist, maar door
beslissingsbevoegdheden bij mensen zelf weg te leggen en de kracht in de mensen zelf
te leggen en dan, daarna, ja, wat is een obstakel? Mensen durven de beslissing zelf niet
te nemen.” (O4, p. 31)
Translate quote:
“That is one of the obstacles of implementation here. Yes, it is organization O,
organization O exists 34 years. We worked a certain way for 34 years and we try to
reshape that for a year and a half now and approach it differently by allocating power
from ONE person that makes all the decisions towards all the people and then, yes, what
is an obstacle? People are afraid to make the decision themselves.” (O4, p. 31)
Quote 8
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ik ben al een beetje aan het stretchen naar wat innovaties zijn. Het is niet dat wij continu
innovaties implementeren natuurlijk.” (O2, p. 85)
Translated quote
“I am already stretching what innovations are. It is not the case that we continuously
implement innovations of course.” (O2, p. 85)
Planning the application of the innovation (8/10)
The experiences of the respondents of Team O showed some similarities as well as differences.
Respondent O1 experienced that meetings used to be planned structurally to develop and
implement the holacracy as a new organizational structure. Similarly, respondent O5 thinks that
planning and communicating within Team O could be better and respondent O3 views that
planning the implementation of the innovation is crucial and that prioritizing and phased
implementation is key (see Quote 9). Whereas respondent O3 believes that the new managing
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director, with a background in supply chain management, is the perfect candidate to implement
innovations, respondent O4 experience that the managing director did not prioritize tasks.
Most respondents of Team T recognize that events related to planning the application
of the innovation occurs a lot within Team T and is perceived as very important in team
innovation implementation. For example, respondent T1 explains that Team T works with a
planning and back-planning. Moreover, respondents T2 and T3 experience that planning is
needed to introduce people to the innovations and to monitor the process (see Quote 10).
Although planning activities take place, respondent T4 suggests that innovation implementation
within Organization T could be more structured, since Organization T used to approve lots of
new projects, causing different projects to run at the same time, which caused those projects to
be implemented with a delay or not at all.
Quote 9
Original quote (Dutch):
“…dat kun je niet allemaal tegelijkertijd doen. Dus dat zijn allemaal bouwblokken, die
je allemaal gefaseerd moet doorvoeren (O3, p. 19)
Translated quote:
“…you cannot do it all at once. So, that is all building blocks that you have to transit it
phased” (O3, p. 19)
Quote 10
Original quote (Dutch):
“En vervolgens ‘Oké, hoe gaan we het borgen en ervoor zorgdragen dat de verandering
daadwerkelijk wordt ingezet en niet voor één week? Hoe gaan we dat doen? Wat hebben
de kanalen dan nodig?’. Dus dat gaan we ook allemaal bepalen en bedenken en dan, ja,
inregelen” (T3, p. 93)
Translated quote:
“And next ‘Ok, how are we going to guarantee and take care that change is and not for
one week? How are we going to do that? What do the channels need?’. So that is
something that is to be determined and thought of and, yes, arranged.” (T3, p. 93)
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Developing a concept or prototype (5/10)
With regard to developing a concept or prototype in Team O, team members experience that
development of the concept of the holacracy is not ongoing anymore (see Quote 3 and 7).
However respondent O4 does experience that the implementation is still ongoing, since team
members are executing stand-ups independently. In Team T, respondent T2 experience that the
implementation of the reorganization will go on indefinitely as the respondent believes there is
no best solution (see Quote 11). Similarly, respondent T3 explains that the implementation of
the new value targets is still in development and yet to be implemented.
Quote 11
Original quote (Dutch):
Ik denk dat, daarom zeg ik ook, dat er niet een goede oplossing is, maar we gaan, ja, we
doen het eigenlijk best wel goed denk ik. Er zijn weinig dingen die zeg maar door de
vingers gezien worden of, ja, eigenlijk wegvallen of niet goed, uh, coveren zeg maar.
Maar het is wel cruciaal dus dat je in je team goed communiceert. Anders dan, uh, dan
gaan er allemaal dingen fout zeg maar.” (T2, p. 82)
Translated quote:
“I think that, that is why I say it, there is not one good solution, but we are, yes, we are
doing a good job, I think. There are a few things that slip through our fingers or, yes, …
or is not covered so to speak. But it is crucial that you communicate well in the team.
Otherwise, um, things will go wrong so to speak.” (T2, p. 82)
Examining unexpected or undesired outcome (4/10)
When looking at examining unexpected or undesired outcomes both respondent O5 and T1
believe that it is important to test and research outcomes of the implementation in order to learn
from them and in the case that the outcomes are negative. Both respondent T1 and T3 perceive
that the team is prepared to learn from mistakes and not afraid to discuss them (see Quote 12).
Quote 12
Original quote (Dutch):
“Niemand probeert ook, heb ik het idee, iets onder een kleedje te schuiven. Hè, we
durven wel te zeggen van ‘Het ging niet helemaal goed, let hierop.’. Of elkaar te
helpen.” (T3, p. 96)
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Translated quote:
“Nobody is trying to, I think, trying to sweep it under the rug. We are not afraid to say,
‘It did not go so well, pay attention to this.’ Or help each other.” (T3, p. 96)
Experiences with team learning behaviours in team innovation implementation
The codes attached to the different team learning behaviours (see Appendix 5) were all well
represented in the transcripts yet differed in the extent of representation.
Sharing
Knowledge donating (10/10)
Experiences of sharing knowledge in innovation implementation differ among the respondents
of Team O. Respondents O1 and O3 experience that knowledge sharing is limited, which
respondent O3 believes is caused by the low trust and respect in the team and the team lack of
team players. The explanation of respondent O3 is supported by literature as participative safety
positively influences knowledge sharing and team innovation, especially in larger teams
(Peltokorpi & Hasu, 2014). In contrast to respondents O1 and O3, the other respondents view
that knowledge is shared explicitly and formally through the stand-ups. Yet, respondents O2
and O4 do not share the same experience, since they mention that information is shared
implicitly and informal through one-on-one conversations. Whereas respondent O2 states that
knowledge is shared through one-on-one conversations and whiteboard notes, respondent O4
experiences that besides the stand-up, knowledge is not being shared one-on-one and success
is not shared as well. Respondent O5 believes that knowledge sharing is progressing in Team
O and that the members share their obstacles in the stand-up (see Quote 13). All members of
Team T mention that team meetings and stand-ups are used to share knowledge (see Quote 14).
However, respondent T2, T4 and T5 explain that the knowledge that is shared is about
introducing or evaluating new products, services or campaigns, rather than about the procedure
and way of working of the team. Moreover, the same respondents experience that there is no
formal process for knowledge sharing and that there is no existence of a ‘knowledge database’.
Quote 13
Original quote (Dutch):
“En de kracht van elkaar opzoeken. Wie waar sterker in is, om dat gewoon veel beter te
benutten. En daar zijn we wel meer aan naar het zoeken.” (O5, p. 46)
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Translated quote:
“And the power of meeting op with each other. Who is stronger in what, to just utilize
that better. And that is what we are looking for more and more.” (O5, p. 46)
Quote 14
Original quote (Dutch):
“Uhm. Ja, dat proberen we over het algemeen dus te doen in de team meeting en als
daar opvolging voor nodig is, plannen we daar iets extra’s voor in. Ja, en we hebben als
het nodig is dagelijks contact met elkaar. En dat is met de ene collega wat meer als met
de andere collega.” (T1, p. 71)
Translated quote:
“Um. Yes, we try to do it in meetings generally and if it is necessary to have a followup, we will plan something extra. Yes, and if it is necessary, we have contact with each
other on a daily basis. And that differs with one colleague and another.” (T1, p. 71)
Knowledge collecting (8/10)
In addition to the daily stand-up of Team O being a moment where information is donated, the
stand-up is also used for information collection (see Quote 15). While respondents O1 and O2
seek out other team members to create knowledge through collective reflection on the situation
at hand, respondent O4 does not experience that information is exchanged one-one-one.
Respondents of Team T mostly mention examples of knowledge donating and less of
knowledge collecting. However, respondent T2 believes that staying in the same position for
too long has a negative effect on knowledge collecting (see Quote 16). Indeed, team innovation
can be enhanced through identity integration by means of job rotation programs focused on
improving the compatibility between functional areas (Cheng, Sanchez-Burks, & Lee, 2008).
Moreover, respondent T5 mentions that as a result from the reorganization of Organization O,
both the marketing team and Team T have heterogeneity in job function, which is perceived as
a positive contribution to knowledge collection. Heterogeneity in teams (i.e. job-related
diversity) is found to have a moderating effect on innovation implementation (van Dijk, van
Engen, & van Knippenberg, 2012).
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Quote 15
Original quote (Dutch):
“En daar is het eigenlijk de bedoeling van dat we elkaar daarin kunnen helpen. Dus op
het moment dat ik een hobbel heb, die door een ander binnen Team O opgelost kan
worden. Vandaar die stand-up dagelijks. Dus dat vind ik wel een, ja, positief iets binnen
onze cel. Dat we weten wat iedereen aan het doen is, waar we mee bezig zijn en waar
we mekaar kunnen helpen, waar we, mekaar moeten ondersteunen.” (O2, p. 58)
Translated quote:
“And that, the intention is that we can help each other. So, when I have a hurdle, that
can be solved by someone else within Team O. That is why there is a daily stand-up.
So, I think that that is a positive thing within our cell. That we know what everyone is
doing, what we are working on and with what we can help each other out, were we need
to support each other.” (O2, p. 58)
Quote 16
Original quote (Dutch):
“Een obstakel is dan als je te lang op dezelfde plek blijft zitten of dat je in deze rol niet
genoeg begrijpt van hoe alles in elkaar zit zeg maar. Het hele marketing én het hele sales
stuk, daar moet je wel echt begrip en kennis van hebben, want anders dan ga je dingen
missen denk ik.” (T2, p. 83)
Translated quote:
“An obstacle is that you stay in the same position for too long and or that you do not
understand enough in the current role, so to speak. The whole marketing and the whole
sales piece, you should have a good understanding of that, otherwise you will miss
things, I think.” (T2, p. 83)
Co-construction
Conflict management (7/10)
In Team O, the respondents share the experience that team members avoid each other and rather
talk about each other than with each other, which is considered as negative, since conflicts
provide the ability to learn from each other perspectives. According to respondent O3,
avoidance causes more conflict, and respect, trust and acknowledgement are necessary aspects
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in the team to be able to discuss and manage conflicts (see Quote 17). Similarly, Tjosvold, Yu,
& Wu (2009) found that an avoiding approach in conflict management has a negative effect on
team innovation. Other causes of conflict in Team O have been appointed to the inadaptability
and resistance of some of the team members, which mentioned by respondent O1, caused team
members to leave Organization O. In contrast to Team O, the team members of Team T
experience that conflicts happen all the time but only last for a little while, since the team
members are very direct and solve conflicts immediately (see Quote 18).
Quote 17
Original quote (Dutch):
“Nou, eigenlijk te weinig. Ik bedoel er wordt meer geluld OVER dan MET elkaar. Uhm.
En ik denk dat als je met elkaar gaat lullen dat je dan uiteindelijk meer conflictvorming
krijgt, waardoor je verder kan komen alleen ga je dan weer terug naar vertrouwen,
respect en erkenning.” (O3, p. 21)
Translated quote:
“Well, actually too little. I mean there is more talking ABOUT each other than WITH
each other. Um. And I think that if you talk with each other, that more conflicts emerge,
which will bring you further, however then you go back to trust, respect and
acknowledgement.” (O3, p. 21)
Quote 18
Original quote (Dutch):
“Niemand, uh, iedereen in ons team die heeft, uh, die is wel mondig genoeg om
inderdaad zijn mond op te trekken en dat gebeurt ook. En dan is het vaak, ja, direct in
de meeting waar iedereen bij staat meteen opgelost.” (T1, p. 73)
Translated quote:
“Nobody, um, everyone in our team has, um, is verbal enough to indeed open up their
mouths and that is what is happening. And yes, often in the meeting in front of
everybody things are solved on the spot.” (T1, p. 73)
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Development of shared meaning (10/10)
In Team O, two respondents mention that a shared meaning is always developed in the team,
while the other respondents experience that it does not. Respondent O4 explains that the cause
for not developing a shared meaning is the result of the way the team members address each
other as mentioned (see Conflict management and Quote 17). Moreover, respondent O4
experiences that team members are more critical towards each other than towards the managing
director. Furthermore, respondent O3 perceives that the people who take initiative are often the
ones that shape the shared meaning. Similar to Team O, experiences are divided in Team T.
Three respondents experience that the members always come to an agreement (see Quote 20).
Similar to respondent O4, respondent T2 noticed that a lack of autonomy speeds up the
development of a shared meaning. Moreover, respondent T3 explains that the frequency of
deliberations contributes positively to the development of a shared meaning. Similarly,
literature supports that frequency of meetings has a positive effect on interaction processes and
team innovation (Somech, & Drach-Zahavy, 2007). The view of the other two respondents is
that a shared meaning is not always developed. Moreover, respondent T5 perceives that if
targets have yet to be achieved, team members are more willingly to develop an agreement.
Quote 19
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ja, toen waren we aan het aftasten en aan het zoeken van ‘Hoe gaan we dat doen?’ en
grenzen opzoeken.” (O2, p. 8)
Translated quote:
“Yes, then we were exploring it and searching for ‘How are we going to do it?’ and
testing limits.” (O2, p. 8)
Quote 20
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ja, we komen wel altijd tot een gedeelde oplossing, ja. Dat is wel het idee. Dus het is
niet zo dat mensen over het algemeen doorgaan met dingen waar de rest het niet mee
eens is.” (T4, p. 105)
Translated quote:
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“Yes, we always come to a shared solution, yes. That is the idea. So, in generally it is
not that people continue with something that the rest does not agree on.” (T4, p. 105)
Constructive conflict
Disagreement
The respondents belonging both of the teams have experienced disagreements within their team
(see Quote 21). Respondents of Team O mentioned that disagreements are sometimes expressed
during stand-ups or team meeting but are preferred to be discussed directly with the people
involved, rather than in these meetings. Moreover, respondent O1 explains that disagreement
is present in the existence of different interpretations of the holacracy, which is considered has
hindering for the implementation (see Quote 3 and 22). The explanation of respondent O1
resembles theory in that interpersonal understanding is harmed, as a negative consequence of
disagreement (Druskat and Kayes, 2000). Similarly, respondent O4 believes that the cause of
conflict is lack of communication, which is in line with the experience of respondent O1 and
supported by theory (Devine, 1999; Tjepkema, 2003). In Team T, respondent T1 perceives that
disagreements are expressed in various forms (i.e. one-on-one and team setting) and respondent
T3 explains that disagreement within Team T is mostly caused by different interests and
responsibilities the team members have in the organization (e.g. acquisition and retention).
Respondent T2 and T5 view the disagreements as positive in that it helps with learning and
improving, which is considered a positive effect of disagreements on team learning according
to theory (van Offenbeek, 2001).
Quote 21
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ja. Altijd. Uhm. Open vragen, kritische vragen, discussies. Iedereen heeft wel een
beetje een sales-karakter, dus dat zijn allemaal, iedereen is gewoon echt direct. Soms
laten we, soms laat men elkaar amper uitpraten of is het weer van ‘Heb je al hieraan
gedacht?’. Dat ik denk van ‘Wow. Wow’. Maar, ja. Ja.” (T3, p. 97)
Translated quote:
“Yes. Always. Um. Open questions, critical question, discussions. Everyone has a little
bit of a sales character, so they are all, everyone is just really direct. Sometimes we do
not let each other finish or it goes like ‘Have you thought about?’. Then I am like ‘Wow.
Wow.’. But, yes. Yes.” (T3, p. 97)
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Quote 22
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ja, meestal is het denk ik niet communiceren.” (O4, p. 36)
Translated quote:
“Yes, mostly it is a lack of communication.” (O4, p. 36)
Reflexivity
Reflection (10/10)
Most of the respondents of Team O experience that reflection in team setting is not happening.
Yet, respondent O1 does notice that some team members will save up their reflections and share
them during team meetings. Whereas respondent O1 perceives that it is better to share the
reflections directly with other members, respondent O5 believes that reflecting on a team level
should happen more often (see Quote 23). Similar to Team O, all respondents but T2
acknowledge that there is no reflection on a team level in Team T. However, respondent T2 has
joined the team recently, for which the respondent explains to be biased. Moreover, respondent
T1 explains that reflection is mostly executed by individuals and is dependent on the availability
of time (i.e. work pressure). Respondent T3 and T5 mention that evaluations of projects happen,
but that there is no reflection on the way the team is operating (see Quote 24).
Quote 23
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ja, minder. Er worden wel zaken teruggekoppeld, maar echte reflectie van, als team
van, om echt te gaan zitten van ‘Hoe vind je dat dit werk gaat?’ en andere erop wijzen,
vind ik dat meer kan.” (O5, p. 53)
Translated quote:
“Yes, less. Some things are provided with feedback, but real reflection like, as a team,
to sit down like ‘How did you think that this work is going?’ and to point others on it, I
think that that could be more.” (O5, p. 53)
Quote 24
Original quote (Dutch):
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“Maar als je praat over, hè, de the way of working en persoonlijk gebied, dan wordt er
niet gereflecteerd.” (T5, p. 118)
Translated quote:
“But if you talk about, um, the way of working and on a personal level, then there is no
reflection happening.” (T5, p. 118)
Planning (8/10)
Planning is both part of team innovation implementation and team learning behaviours. Hence,
the pieces of transcripts are labelled with both labels, resulting in the same findings as discussed
in Planning the application of the innovation.
Action and adaption (9/10)
The respondents of Team O all tell different experiences with action and adaption. As
mentioned before respondent O1 did not experience adaption with regard to the holacracy as
organizational structure. Respondent O3 believes that adaption and action take time, which
according to respondent O4, is slowed down by old habits and a low intelligence (see Quote
25). The experience of the team members in Team T indicate that after reflection and knowledge
sharing, adaptions are made, or it will be documented to be pursued at a later moment (see
Quote 26).
Quote 25
Original quote (Dutch):
“Dat was een redelijk moeizaam proces, dat is het nog steeds. Uhm. Ik denk tweeledig.
Een omdat men heel snel zoiets heeft van ‘Ja, we doen het al jaren zo, dus waarom
zouden we het veranderen. Het is goed genoeg.’. Uhm. Als tweede denk ik een stukje
niveau, dat men het gewoon niet begrijpt…” (O4, p. 27)
Translated quote:
“That was a fairly difficult process, that still is. Um. I think twofold. One because people
quickly tend to be like ‘Yes, we do it like this for years now, so why would we change
it. It is good enough.’. Um. Second, I think a bit of intelligence level, that people just do
not understand…” (O4, p. 27)
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Quote 26
Original quote (Dutch):
“Dus inderdaad, als iemand vraagt ‘Kunnen we dit aanpassen?’, dan wordt dat
gedocumenteerd of aangepast.” (T1, p. 73)
Translated quote:
“So, indeed, if someone asks, ‘Can we adapt this?’, then it will be documented or
adapted.” (T1, p. 73)
Team activity
Testing (6/10)
In Team O, testing is perceived as a good thing, since it allows for mistakes to happen from
which can be learned (see Quote 27). Respondents of Team T only mention that it is testing the
current adaption to the reorganization but do not mention something about the role of testing in
the innovation implementation.
Quote 27
Original quote (Dutch):
“Het is soms ook echt met vernieuwen dat je het soms uit moet proberen. De ene keer
werkt het wel en de andere keer niet. En als het niet werkt dan moet je het ook onder
ogen zien, dan moeten we kijken van ‘Wat hebben we hiervan geleerd? Dit werkt niet,
maar wat kan WEL werken?” (O5, p. 48)
Translated quote:
“Sometimes with innovation it is important to try it out. One time it works out, another
time it does not. And if it does not work out, then you should face it and look at ‘What
have we learned from this? This does not work, what DOES?” (O5, p. 48)
Implementing (9/10)
Similar to planning, implementing is a component of both team innovation implementation and
team learning behaviours, which resulted in coding similar pieces of transcript with both codes.
Hence, results are the same as argued in Implementing the innovation in the work context.
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Boundary crossing
Networking (9/10)
In Team O, networking mostly happens within the team and across semantic boundaries, since
the team consists of team members with several roles, such as purchasing, sales, marketing,
warehousing and delivery (Rau et al., 2012). Information (on innovations) is not really shared
outside team boundaries (see Quote 28). By contrast, Team T experience a lot of organizational
boundary crossing, since the function of channel management is to help the exchange of
information and planning between the marketing and sales department (see Quote 29).
Quote 28
Original quote (Dutch):
“Nee, minimaal.” (…) “Ja. Een order die is gevallen of een offerte die is gevallen.
Misschien een nieuw product, maar voor de rest eigenlijk niet.” (O4, p. 35)
Translated quote:
“No, minimally.” (…) “Yes. An order that was reeled in. May be a new product but
nothing else really.” (O4, p. 35)
Quote 29
Original quote (Dutch):
“Bij ons is het allebei [kennisuitwisseling voorbij teamgrenzen] omdat we echt tussen
de kanalen zitten en de marketing squad.” (T1, p. 71)
Translated quote:
“With us it is both [knowledge sharing and donating outside of team boundaries]
because we are really in between the channels and the marketing squad.” (T1, p. 71)
Lobbying and convincing (7/10)
In Team O, respondent O3 believes that lobbying and convincing should be done by the
proactive team members in the team in order to have the others in the team adapt and implement
the innovation as well. Respondent O1 experienced lobbying for permissions attached to the
holacracy (i.e. hiring a new team member), whereas respondent O5 did not experience
convincing the other teams belonging to Organization O (see Quote 1). In accordance with
respondent O3, respondent T3 and T5 acknowledges the importance of lobbying and
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convincing, since it will convince others and get them excited about the innovation, which will
lead to quicker adaption and implementation (see Quote 2 and 30). By contrast, respondent T2
does not experience lobbying and convincing towards other teams, since it is not part of the
task of Team T.
Quote 30
Original quote (Dutch):
“Dus ik probeer het altijd wel een beetje, ja, natuurlijk in te masseren en te begeleiden
dat het, nou, ja, langzaam onderdeel wordt. En de grap is, dan zie je ook, dat na een half
jaar het de normaalste zaak van de wereld is. Het kost geen extra energie meer. Het is
nooit meer discussie. Het is gewoon zo.” (T3, p. 94)
Translated quote:
“So, I always try to, a little, massage it in and guide it until, well, yes, it slowly becomes
a part of it. And the joke is, you will see, that after a half year it becomes common sense.
It does not cost extra energy. It is never a discussion. It is just the way it is.” (T3, p. 94)
Storage and retrieval
Organizing (10/10)
In Team O most knowledge is stored in a non-material repository, that is mentally (see Quote
31). Mental storage of knowledge is perceived as negative by respondent O4 and O5, since
mental storage is limited. The limitation of mentally stored knowledge causes knowledge to go
lost and hinders new team members with gaining an understanding of what is expected in Team
O. Respondent O1 mentions that no procedures or meeting reports exists, whereas respondent
O2 states that agreements are written down on whiteboards as well as verbally communicated.
Experiences of respondents belonging to Team T are dispersed. Respondents T3, T4 and T5
experienced that knowledge is stored mentally. Moreover, respondent T4 and T5 mention that
a knowledge database is non-existent within Team O. Evaluations, PowerPoint slides and
agreements are shared on a Microsoft Teams page, according to respondent T1, T2 and T5.
Respondent T2 believes that writing down knowledge about the implementation of
reorganization and adaption to agile teams is not possible, since it is no quantitative data is
available. In addition, respondent T2 feels that storing knowledge is not necessary.
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Quote 31
Original quote (Dutch):
“Maar niet van die organisatie dingen. Dat zit nog gewoon in het geheugen of NIET.”
(O1, p. 13)
Translated quote
“But not those organizational things. That is in the memory or NOT. (O1, p. 13)
Memory (9/10)
The respondents of both teams experience that information is not recollected, either because
people do not have the intention or because it is not possible since information is stored
mentally. However, respondent O2 and T3 argues that knowledge can be recollected
collectively from the mind in a stand-up (see Quote 32 and 33).
Quote 32
Original quote (Dutch):
“Waardoor ik dus met een bepaalde stand-up, als ik iets tegen kom dat ik dus kan
terugvallen en aanvullen.” (O2, p. 64)
Translated quote
“Because when I in a certain stand-up, if I come across something, that I van fall back
on and complete.” (O2, p. 64)
Quote 33
Original quote (Dutch):
“Nou, meer teamoverleg. Dus stel dat iemand verteld ‘Joh, ik ga dit doen’ en er is een
collega die het eerder heeft gedaan of die weet dat het eerder is gedaan, dan wordt het
altijd gelinkt en kennis gedeeld.” (T3, p. 98)
Translated quote
“Well, more team meetings. So, imagine that someone tells ‘Well, I am going to do this’
and there is a colleague that has done it before or knows that it has been done before, it
will always be linked, and knowledges will be shared.” (T3, p. 98)
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Positive behaviours in the innovation implementation process
The respondents of the study identified behaviours that are considered positive in the
implementation process. The perceived positive behaviours can be categorized as (1) taking
initiative, (2) openness to other ideas, (3) providing input, (4) providing (direct) feedback, (5)
willingness/motivation and (6) commitment to agreements. All respondents of Team O and one
respondent of Team T (T2) experience that taking initiative is a desirable behaviour of a team
member when implementing innovations (see exemplary Quote 34 and 35). Based on the
experiences of the respondents, taking initiative attributes to the development of a shared
meaning and is necessary to ‘getting things done’ and mobilize other team members.
Quote 34
Original quote (Dutch):
“Je ziet dat perspectief ontstaat bij het aantal mensen die de kar trekken.” (O3, p. 21)
Translated quote:
“You see that a shared meaning is developed by the people that take the lead” (O3, p.
21)
Quote 35
Original quote (Dutch):
“…ja, wordt dat vanuit het management, de directeur dan gezegd, ja, die zegt wel dat
het beter kan, dus dat geeft je dan weer een drijfveer om te doen, maar dan moeten er
nog steeds mensen zijn die het doen bij wijze van spreken.” (O4, p. 29)
Translated quote:
“…yes, if it is told by management or the managing director, yes, he will say that it
could be better, so that would be a motivator to do it, but you still need people so to
speak” (O4, p. 29)
The majority of respondents belonging to Team O and one respondent belonging to Team T
(T4) perceive that the behaviour being open to other ideas is beneficial for the implementation
of innovations (see exemplary Quote 36 and 37). Respondents of Team O experience a lack of
openness to new ideas in their team and view this behaviour as the cause for a coarse
implementation process. According to theory of Van Woerkom and Sanders (2010), the lack of
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openness to ideas is caused by the presence of disagreement within Team O (see Disagreement).
One respondent (O3) suggests that trust and respect needs to be present within the team in order
to achieve openness to other ideas.
Quote 36
Original quote (Dutch):
“En ja, wat heb je dan nodig? Ja goed, een, mensen die, uh, daar open instaan en, uh,
(…) die opbouwend met elkaar kritisch kunnen kijken naar het geheel.” (O1, p. 7)
Translated quote:
“And yes, what do you need? Yes, well, people who, um, are open to other ideas and,
um, who can collectively, constructively and critically view the whole.” (O1, p. 7)
Quote 37
Original quote (Dutch):
“Een open visie. Constructiviteit, is dat een woord? Dat ze constructief in de wedstrijd
zitten [Dat men welwillend is, zich open opstelt voor nieuwe initiatieven en wilt
meewerken een iets wat niet per se eigen belang is op dat moment.]. Uhm, ja, als dat
kan misschien een beetje enthousiasme, maar dat is een persoonlijk iets waar ik altijd
wel lekker op ga. Uhm. Ja. Vooral kijken naar wat wel kan.” (T3, p. 95)
Translated quote:
“An open vision. Constructivity, is that a word? That people are constructively in the
game [That people are favourable, that they open themselves up for new initiatives and
want to cooperate with something that is not necessarily in their own interest at that
moment.]. Um, yes, if it possible a little bit enthusiasm, but that is something that I
personally enjoy. Um. Yes. Particularly looking at what is possible.” (T3, p. 95)
Almost all respondents of Team T and one respondent of Team O (O4) recognize that providing
input is a behaviour that has a positive effect on the implementation of innovations (see
exemplary Quote 38 and 39). Providing input contributes to innovation implementation in
twofold. First, by allowing team members to provide input, and so, establish inclusivity, it helps
the innovation to be adopted by team members more smoothly. Second, if work team members
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provide input in the form of feedback or criticism, obstacles in the innovation process may be
encountered and dealt with before implementation.
Quote 38
Original quote (Dutch):
“Maar het was wel heel belangrijk dat zij zich dus continu gehoord voelden, dat er de
tijd voor werd genomen en dat het niet zomaar in een keer een verandering was op de
korte termijn.” (T4, p. 95)
Translated quote:
“But it was very important that they felt heard continuously, that time was taken and
that it was not just a sudden change on the short term.” (T4, p. 95)
Quote 39
Original quote (Dutch):
“…zeker wel heel veel overleg en dat is ook wel goed want er zitten echt wel hele
slimme mensen in mijn team die ook nog eens heel erg mondig zijn en gewoon goed
kunnen verwoorden hoe ze denken en hoe ze dingen zien. Dus dat neemt hij [de vorige
manager] dan weer mee en gaat nadenken. Dan komt hij weer met nieuwe
powerpointslides. Nou en ik mocht ook wat inbrengen dus, ja, dat is denk ik wel goed
zeg maar, om die samenwerking op die manier te doen.” (T2, p. 84)
Translated quote:
“…certainly, a lot of deliberation and that is a good thing because there are a lot of smart
people in my team who are also very … and can very well express their thoughts and
perceptions. So that is what he [the previous manager] takes with him and thinks out.
Then he will come with new PowerPoint slides. Well and I was permitted to provide
input as well, so, yes, I think it is a good thing to work together in that way.” (T2, p. 84)
Providing (direct) feedback is viewed as positive behaviour by three respondents of Team O
and four respondents of Team T (see Quote 40 and 41). Respondents O1 and O5 explain that
providing (direct) feedback enables the team to adapt more quickly and improve the quality of
the innovation implementation. In Team O, most respondents experience that providing (direct)
feedback could be better. Respondent O3 views that the lack in (direct) feedback is caused by
the organizational culture and especially the history of the organization being a family business,
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where employees that are related to the family or have worked for the organizations for many
years are not candidates for critique. All of the respondents belonging to Team T recognize that
the team members are very direct and that provision of (direct) feedback is strongly present in
the team. Providing (direct) feedback is essential for Team T, since its function is to exchange
information and feedback between the marketing and sales department and lack of (direct)
feedback can have negative effects those departments, for which Team T will be blamed.
Quote 40
Original quote (Dutch):
“Dus dat is ook het durven aanspreken van een collega dat iets niet goed gaat en ook
juist iets wel aangeven als het wel goed gaat.” (O5, p. 48)
Translated quote:
“So that is also dare to speak up to a colleague that something is not going well and also
let them know when something is going well.” (O5, p. 48)
Quote 41
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ze zijn er nu nog steeds die alles opschrijven en bewaren tot het overleg een keer komt
en die daar tussendoor helemaal niks van laten merken. Uhm. Maar er zijn er ook, die
komen overal gewoon gelijk mee en hun agenda is altijd leeg.” (O1, p. 11)
Translated quote:
“There are still those who write everything down and save it till the meeting takes place
and who will not let anything know until then. Um. But there are also those who will
bring up something right away and their agenda is always empty.” (O1, p. 11)
Willingness or motivation to do something is perceived as a positive behaviour by three member
of Team O and two members of Team T (see Quote 42 and 43). The respondents explain that
the success of innovation implementation is strongly determined by the extent that team
members are willingly or motivated to change and put in the effort. Respondent O4 points out
that a lack of willingness or motivation can originate from incapability or a lack of means,
whereas respondent O3 perceives fear and insecurity as a cause, resulting from the old
organizational culture that was characterized by dictatorial leadership.
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Quote 42
Original quote (Dutch):
“…een stapje verder zetten. Dus iets meer doen dan een ander heel plat gezegd en
gewoon doen waar je goed in bent.” (…) “…gewoon samenwerken, dus als iemand iets
nodig heeft, ook al is het buiten je comfort zone, elkaar gewoon helpen.” (T5, p. 113)
Translated quote:
“… to take a small step further. So, to do a little bit more than someone else and just do
something that you are good at” (…) “…just working together, so if someone needs
something, even if it is out of your comfort zone, help each other out.” (T5, p. 113)
Quote 43
Original quote (Dutch):
“Dus, ja, ik vind dat als bedrijf zijnde moet je het platform bieden, uh, en het gevoel en
vertrouwen bieden, maar dan moet nog steeds die ander de handschoen oppakken en het
echt willen. Ben je heel erg schuchter van aard en wil je dat niet, ja, dan kan je nog zo’n
platform creëren, maar dan zal hij zal zelf of zij die stap moeten zetten om het
uiteindelijk ook te doen.” (O3, p. 21)
Translated quote:
“So, yes, I think that as a company you should provide a platform, uh, and establish a
sense of trust, but then it is left for the other to take up the gauntlet. If you are really
timid of nature and you don’t want to, yes, then you can stull create a platform, but he
or she will have to take the first step to actually do it.” (O3, p. 21)
Two respondents of Team O and one respondent of Team T perceive that commitment to
agreements is a behaviour that is positively associated with innovation implementation, since
action is needed to implement innovations (see Quote 44 and 45). Respondent T1 suggest that
not committing to agreements is inherent to willingness or motivation to change. Respondent
T4 views that management should force structured processes for innovation implementation in
order to have team members commit to the agreements.
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Quote 44
Original quote (Dutch):
“Nou, toch wel, inderdaad, dat iedereen bijdraagt aan, uh, de afspraken die gemaakt
worden. Want op het moment dat mensen zich niet committeren aan de besproken
punten, dan kom je natuurlijk ook niet verder.” (T1, p. 69)
Translated quote:
“Well, though, indeed, that everyone contributes to, um, the agreements that have been
made. Because when people do not commit to the points discussed, you will not proceed
further.” (T1, p. 69)
Quote 45
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ja, de afspraken zijn er, maar moet ook nageleefd worden.” (O5, p. 48)
Translated quote:
“Yes, the agreements are there, but have to be lived up to.” (O5, p. 48)
Negative behaviours in the innovation implementation process
The respondents have also experienced behaviours that are perceived to have a negative effect
on the innovation implementation process, that is (1) a wait and see attitude, (2) blame shifting
and (3) politics. Respondents belonging to Team O experience that a wait and see attitude and
blame shifting are behaviours that occur in their team and have a negative effect on innovation
implementation (see Quote 46 and 47), but respondents belonging to Team T did not mention
either one of these behaviours.
Quote 46
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ja, als je ergens nooit zin in hebt of een lakse houding, uh, afwachtend bent, dan gaat
dat niet werken.” (O4, p. 33)
Translated quote:
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“Yes, if you never feel like doing something or a lazy attitude, um, a wait and see
attitude, then it will not work.” (O4, p. 33)
Quote 47
Original quote (Dutch):
“…dat verwijten naar elkaar, het niet voor elkaar over hebben, eigen eilandjes, uh, echt
zo koninkrijkjes. Ja, dan denk ik van ‘Zet het opzij. Het doel is om het voor het bedrijf
zo goed mogelijk te doen, zo goed mogelijk geregeld te hebben.’.” (O5, p. 49)
Translated quote:
“…the blame shifting on one another, not being prepared to give, own islands, um, really
like kingdoms. Yes, and then I’m like ‘Put it aside. The goal is to perform as well as
possible for the company, to have things arranged as well as possible.’.” (O5, p. 49)
Politics is mentioned by two respondents, O1 and T5, but give different explanations about this
behaviour (see Quote 48 and 49). Respondent O1 explains that a lack of political skills hindered
negotiations about resources and permissions for the innovation. Respondent T5 experienced
that politics can both hinder and facilitate innovation implementation, depending on whether
the innovation harms interests of team members.
Quote 48
Original quote (Dutch):
“Dan wordt het ook enigszins politiek en, uh, daar ben ik ook niet goed in. Ik ben geen
diplomaat, ik ben geen politiek (beide lachen).” (…) “Dus steeds werd die lat hoger
gelegd en dat is wat ik bedoel met politiek, dat draaien en keren. Wat wil je nou? Wil je
nou dat wij dat regelen of wil je het nou niet? Wat? Dus we zaten eigenlijk weer in die
oude, dat touwtrekken van voorheen.” (O1, p. 6)
Translated quote:
“Then it is somewhat politics and, um, that is not my strong point. I am not a diplomat;
I am not politics (both laugh).” (…) “So, every time the bar was raised higher and that
is what I mean with politics, the twisting and turning. What do you want? Do you want
us to take care of it or not? What? So again, the tug-of-war of before.” (O1, p. 6)
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Quote 49
Original quote (Dutch):
“Ja, dat is geven en nemen. Kijk, je ziet bijvoorbeeld als de targets gehaald moeten
worden, uh, en daar komt ook een stukje politiek bij kijken natuurlijk. Dan zijn de
mensen die de KPI digital share hebben, om die omhoog te halen. Uhm. Als de targets
achterlopen, dan zijn ze meer welwillender om die initiatieven te doen en niet ervoor te
liggen en kritische vragen te stellen, dan wanneer het niet nodig is en de targets worden
gehaald. Dan zie je dat er wel wat meer, uh, wat minder tegengas gegeven wordt.” (T5,
p. 73)
Translated quote:
“Yes, that is give and take. Look, you see that if targets have to be achieved for example,
um, that there is a bit of politics of course. Then, the people who have the KPI [key
performance indicator] digital share, to improve that KPI. Um. If targets are behind,
then people are more willingly to execute initiatives and not resist and ask critical
questions, than when it is not necessary, and targets are achieved.” (T5, p. 73)
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Discussion
In the last chapter of the present study the formulated research propositions will be reflected on
leading to the development of a conclusion. Subsequently, practical implications and theoretical
recommendations will be made. Lastly, the study will be reflected on critically and limitations
will be acknowledged.
Discussion of findings
In the chapter Theoretical background eight research propositions were formed to outline
expected research outcomes of the present study. The findings of the present study, as discussed
in the chapter Results, will be used to justify or criticize the formulated propositions.
Proposition 1: Team members perceive that engaging in team learning behaviours is beneficial
for the team’s performance in innovation implementation, since basic team learning behaviours
enables the team to learn about the implementation process and facilitative behaviours help
with improving the innovation implementation process.
Conflict management, a dimension of the basic team learning behaviour co-construction is
perceived as positive for team innovation implementation by Team O because conflicts lead to
learning about other perspectives. With regard to facilitating team learning behaviours, Team
T perceives boundary crossing to be helpful in improving the implementation process, since
networking allows for exchange of information and planning. Moreover, testing, as dimension
of team activity is considered positive by Team O, since one can learn about mistakes and
improve the quality of the innovation implementation. Therefore proposition 1 is supported to
the extent that the function belonging to the type of learning behaviour is reflected in the
experiences of the respondents. However, the other team learning behaviours lack evidence to
support that all team learning behaviour adhere to the theorized function.
Proposition 2: Team members will perceive that sharing knowledge about the innovation is
facilitative in team innovation implementation, as sharing will result in a more efficient and
effective innovation implementation.
Team members of both teams explain the extent and the manner (i.e. explicit and implicit) in
which knowledge is shared within their team but do not elaborate on the existence of a direct
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effect of knowledge sharing on innovation implementation. Yet, there might be a correlation
between the extent of knowledge sharing and team innovation implementation, since the
respondents of Team O seem to share less knowledge in comparison to Team T and perceive
that the implementation of the innovation (i.e. holacracy) is not successful or completed.
Furthermore, both teams do not elaborate on the relationship of knowledge collecting and team
innovation implementation. Therefore, proposition 2 is only partially supported.
Proposition 3: Team members perceive co-construction to be facilitative in team innovation
implementation, as conflict management and development of a shared meaning helps with
legitimizing the innovation.
According to theory, conflicts can be managed through tolerating divergence, stimulating
openness to ideas and sharing information knowledge and skills (Desivilya et al., 2010). In
accordance to theory, respondents of Team O and one respondent of Team T acknowledges that
openness to ideas, as a part of conflict management, has a positive effect on innovation
implementations, as they are currently experiencing the opposite behaviour and effect.
Moreover, providing input has a positive effect on innovation implementation, since it leads to
inclusivity and acceptance of the innovation (i.e. legitimization). By contrast, team O perceives
that avoidance and blame shifting are examples of conflict management that are not beneficial
to innovation implementation. Hence, based on the experience of Team O, it can be concluded
that conflict management is indeed perceived as contributing to team innovation
implementation.
In order to develop a shared meaning, activities of negotiation, elaboration and
clarification are of importance (Gabelica et al., 2016). However, both teams expressed different
experiences regarding the establishment of a shared meaning and did not mention a direct
relationship between developing a shared meaning and team innovation implementation. Yet,
team members of Team O did perceive an indirect relationship, that is taking initiative attributes
positively to the development of a shared meaning and implementation by mobilizing other
team members and getting things done. In sum, proposition 3 is partially supported.
Proposition 4: Team members perceive constructive conflict to be facilitative in team
innovation implementation to some extent, since too little or too much disagreement within the
team will cause conflicts and communication barriers.
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The respondents of both teams mentioned the presence of conflict and disagreement within
their team. Moreover, the respondents elaborated on the manner of expressing the disagreement,
that is one-on-one and in team presence (i.e. team meetings and stand-ups), and the cause for
conflicts. In Team O, experiences of the respondents reflected the negative effects of
disagreements, while in Team T the effect of disagreement is perceived as positive. Therefore,
results are in accordance with the study by Stock (2004), who also found different effects of
disagreements. In conclusion, considering the experiences of both teams, proposition 4 can be
approved of to the extent that constructive conflict is considered facilitative and too much
disagreement causes conflict and communication barriers.
Proposition 5: Team members perceive team reflexivity to be facilitative in team innovation
implementation, as reflection, planning and action/adaption is beneficial to the speed and
quality of innovation implementation.
According to the respondents, reflection is not happening collectively. However, three
respondents perceive that examining unexpected research outcomes, which is reflection, is
important as it allows to learn from mistakes and improves the quality of the innovation. Both
teams view that planning is important for a successful implementation. Whether action/adaption
is happening in Team O, remains unclear. However, in Team T adaptions are made immediately
or changes will be documented for another moment. Yet, both teams did not mention something
about the relationship between action/adaption and team innovation implementation. Thus,
proposition 5 is only supported to the extent that planning is considered important in team
innovation implementation.
Proposition 6: Team members perceive team activity to be facilitative in team innovation
implementation, since taking action to test and implement is necessary in pursuing and
realizing the intended innovation.
The experiences of respondents belonging to Team O support proposition 6 in that testing the
innovation is considered positive, since it provides the possibility to learn from the outcomes.
However, to be able to learn from outcomes reflection is needed and so, the research by
Savelsbergh et al. (2009) is implicitly supported. Respondents of Team T did not mention the
effect of testing on innovation implementation. In addition, both teams and members did not
share experiences on the effect of implementation. However, initiative taking and
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willingness/motivation to do something are perceived positive behaviours that can be linked to
team activity, as these behaviours lead to action. Similarly, a wait and see attitude is considered
a

negative

behaviour

as

this

prohibits

action.

Hence,

initiative

taking

and

willingness/motivation to do something have a positive effect on both dimensions of team
implementation innovation. Thus, proposition 6 is considered partially supported.
Proposition 7: Team members perceive boundary crossing to be facilitative in team innovation
implementation, as crossing boundaries helps with acquiring the support that is needed for
implementing the innovation.
Boundary crossing consists of networking and ambassador activities (Decuyper et al., 2010).
Team T perceives that networking helps with the exchange of information and planning, which
is conceptualized as behaviour belonging to the realization of the implementation in the work
context. Team O does not mention the effect of networking on team innovation implementation.
Although lobbying is not happening according to the respondents of both teams, three
respondents view that lobbying helps to convince others about the innovation. Hence, lobbying
is perceived as a positive effect on the establishment of support and commitment within and
outside the team. In sum, proposition 7 is partially supported and the positive effect of boundary
crossing on the realization of the implementation in the work context has been added.
Proposition 8: Team members perceive storage and retrieval to be facilitative in team
innovation implementation, since acquired knowledge about implementation behaviour is
organized and accessible, resulting in better performance in innovation implementation.
Most of the respondents experienced that knowledge is stored in a non-material repository, that
is in the minds of the team members, which is considered negative in relation to innovation
implementation by two team members. Other members only explain how knowledge is stored
within their team. With regard to the recollection of knowledge, both teams experience that that
activity is not happening, since information is not stored or people are not motivated to do so.
The experiences of both teams provide too little support to approve or criticize proposition 8.
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Conclusion
The aim of the present study is to explore the relationship between team learning behaviours
and team innovation implementation as perceived by work team members, resulting in the
research question: “What relationship between team learning behaviour and innovation
implementation have work team members experienced in their team?”. Based on the
experiences of the respondents, almost all team learning behaviours are perceived to have
positive effect on team innovation implementation (see Figure 1). Yet, not all items of the
learning behaviours were reflected in the experiences of the respondents, nor were the
experiences of the respondents similar across the teams. The effect of storage and retrieval in
team innovation implementation is yet to be discovered, as the present study did not provide
sufficient evidence to make claims.

Figure 2 Conceptual framework of the relationship between team learning behaviours and team innovation implementation.
Note: The thickness of the lines indicates the extent of representation in the data. The dotted line indicates a relationship that
is yet to be determined.
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Practical implications
Work teams, managers and supervisors that want to improve the quality and/or speed of
innovation implementation within the team, should incorporate team learning behaviours in the
innovation implementation process. More specifically, if improvement is needed for the
establishment of support and commitment within and outside the team, team members,
managers and supervisors should embrace behaviours that adhere to co-construction,
constructive conflict and boundary crossing, that consist of activities such as conflict
management, sharing conflict, networking and lobbying/convincing. In order to improve the
realization of the innovation within the work context, team members, managers and supervisors
need to enhance knowledge sharing, reflexivity, team activity and boundary crossing, which
can be done through activities as knowledge donating, planning.
Limitations and future research
Although the present study contributes to the innovation literature with empirical support about
innovation implementation within teams and the relationship between team learning
behaviours, some limitations to the extent of theoretical contribution exist, on which future
research recommendations will be based.
First, due to constraint in time and resources, not all team members belonging to the two
teams that participated in the study could be interviewed. Therefore, an aggregation of all the
experiences and perspectives belonging to team members of both teams was not possible.
Hence, as mentioned in the chapter Methodology, atomistic fallacy exists within the present
study, posing a threat to the validity of the findings (Kumar, 2018). Yet, using experiences and
perceptions as data to draw conclusions about ‘the thruth’ is considered not appropriate, since
qualitative methodology does not aim generalizability and objectivity (Slevitch, 2011). Hence,
future research should quantitatively measure the effect and power of team learning behaviours
in innovation implementation and determine whether the proposed conceptual frameworks
holds truth. Moreover, to prevent atomistic fallacy, future research should either include all
team members to establish an aggerate or collect data at group level focus.
Second, due to the measures taken by the Dutch government regarding COVID-19,
observations of the respondents and their teams in the natural work environment is not feasible.
Therefore, the data in the research (recollection of team behaviour) cannot be accounted for
systematic biases and limitations such as personal judgement of the respondent (Maxwell, 2005:
Weinberg, 2002). Yet, the goal of the research was to understand more about the experience of
the respondents with learning behaviours and innovation implementation in their team, for
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which the semi-structured interview is a fitting data collection method (Barbour, 2012). Yet,
future research should focus on acquiring more robust data by establishing triangulation of data
sources (i.e. observations, documents and interviews).
Third, the present study did not sample purposively on specific contextual factors of
teams. Moreover, the present study has a limited sample size due to time and resource
constraints. As a consequence, no generalizations for the type of teams included in the study
can be made, nor can differences between the two teams be solely attributed to the provided
context. Thus, further research needs to focus on purposive sampling for both homogenous and
heterogenous samples to able to make generalizing claims.
Lastly, the respondents in the study mentioned other team variables that have effect on
team innovation and so, could also have effect on the relationship between team learning
behaviour and team innovation implementation. Examples of these team variables are
participative safety, shared vision and heterogeneity in teams (van Knippenberg, 2017). To
conclude, to extend and improved the proposed framework, future research should look for
other team level variables that could discover potential moderating or spurious relationships.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Team level variables and innovation in the workplace
Table 3
The effect of team level variables on creativity and innovation in the workplace
Construct/variable Dimension
Team structure

Team composition

Team climate

Team processes

Team leadership

Effect
Example studies
direction
Task and goal
+
Fay et al. (2006); Gilson &
interdependence/size
Shalley (2004); Tjosvold et
al. (2004); Wong et al.
(2009; Zhang et al. (2007)
Heterogeneity
Mixed
Chi et al. (2009); Fay et al.
(diversity)/cognitive
(2006); Miron-Spektor et al.
style/multidisciplinarity
(2011); Shin & Zhou
(2007); Somech (2006);
Somech & Drach-Zahavy
(2013); Taylor & Greve
(2006)
Expertise/ experience/
+
Baer et al. (2010); Taylor &
membership change
Greve (2006); Vera &
Crossan (2005)
Reflective climate
Zero
Choi et al. (2011)
Climate for excellence
+
Eisenbeiss et al. (2008)
Participative safety/ vision/ mixed
Chen et al. (2005); De Dreu
support for innovation/ task
(2006); Eisenbeiss et al.
and goal orientation/
(2008); Farh et al. (2010);
conflict
Fay et al. (2006); Gilson &
Shalley (2004); Jansen et al.
(2008); Jehn et al. (2010);
Pearce & Ensley (2004);
Zhang et al. (2007)
Information exchange/
+
Baer et al. (2010); De Dreu
problem solving style/ team
(2006); Gilson & Shalley
participation
(2004); West et al. (2003)
Conflict management/
mixed
Chen et al. (2005); De Dreu
knowledge creation/
(2002); Schulze & Hoegl
improvisation/ minority
(2006); Vera & Crossan
dissent
(2005)
Reflexivity
+
De Dreu (2002); Somech
(2006); Fay et al. (2006);
Schippers et al. (in press);
Tjosvold et al. (2004)
Transformational and
mixed
Eisenbeiss et al. (2008);
transactional leadership
Jansen et al. (2008); Kahai
et al. (2003); Rosing et al.
(2011)
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Participative leadership/
leader behaviours/
unconventional leadership
Directive leadership

+
zero

Amabile et al. (2004); Jaussi
& Dionne (2003); Somech
(2006
Somech (2006)

Table 4 Note: Adapted, extended, and fully updated from Anderson et al. (2004). Effect directions (+, -, mixed, or zero)
summarized on the basis of the balance of all studies published on each variable. For instance, openness to experience has
been generally found to be positively associated with individual innovativeness. Only example studies are quoted in the final
column and hence this does not represent an exhaustive list of all published papers for each variable. Some variables have
been examined either as independent variables, moderators, or mediators. For several variables, at all levels-of-analysis,
curvilinear relationships (n-shaped and u-shaped) have been observed in a few studies (e.g., time pressure at the individual
level, minority dissent at the group level, knowledge search at the organizational level) but for the sake of brevity effect
directions are summarized as the overall balance or trend of findings. Adapted from “Innovation and Creativity in
Organizations” by Anderson, N., De Dreu, C. K. W., and Nijstad, B. A. (2004). The routinization of innovation research: A
constructively critical review of the state-of-the-science. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 25, 147-173.
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/job.236

Appendix 2 – Search results of Web of science and Google Scholar
Team innovative work behaviour
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of search results of Web of Science on the topic “team” and
“innovative work behaviour” and shows the results ordered on relevance. As you can see, the
number of results is not that high. Moreover, the times the articles have been cited is not high
either. Lastly, the fourth hit shows that the study is about the individual level of analysis.

Figure 3 Screenshot of Web of Science on July 24th, 2020
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Figure 2 is a screenshot of the search results by Google Scholar on the exact same search
terms as in Figure 1 and is ordered on relevance as well. Google Scholar shows a lot more hits
than Web of Science. However, the fifth article is about the individual level of analysis.

Figure 4 Screenshot of Google Scholar on July 24th, 2020
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Team learning behaviour and innovation implementation
Figure 3 shows the search result of “team learning behaviour” and “innovation
implementation” on Web of Science. It shows no results.

Figure 5 Screenshot of Web of Science on July 24th, 2020

Figure 4 shows the search results on Google Scholar for the same terms as in Figure 3. Again,
Google Scholar shows more results than Web of Science, but the sixth article is not about
innovation implementation anymore.

Figure 6 Screenshot of Google Scholar on July 24th, 2020
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Appendix 3 – Online announcements for recruitment
LinkedIn recruitment
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Recruitment on organizational platform*
Beste collega’s,
Mijn naam is Niké Vlasblom en ik ben studente aan de Radboud Universiteit in
Nijmegen. Voor mijn master thesis doe ik onderzoek naar de ervaringen van teams over
de onderwerpen team gedrag en innovatie implementatie. Onder team innovatie valt het
introduceren en toepassen van ideeën, toepassingen, producten en procedures die nieuw
zijn voor het team en tegelijkertijd positief bijdragen voor individuen, het team zelf of de
organisatie. Graag wil ik meer te weten komen over team gedrag dat plaatsvindt tijdens
het implementeren van de betreffende innovatie in het team. Om deel te nemen aan mijn
onderzoek moet u aan de volgende eisen voldoen:
-

U maakt deel uit van een team dat voor onbepaalde tijd is opgezet is om relevante
taken uit te voeren voor de organisatie waar u voor werkt.
Uw team bestaat uit 2 of meer personen.
Uw team heeft ervaring met implementeren van innovaties (minimaal één
ervaring om met mij te delen over het gedrag van teams tijdens het
implementeren van innovaties).

Om conclusies te kunnen trekken over het team en het gedrag, zou ik het liefst met alle
teamleden een interview willen inplannen. Zijn er teams die mij willen helpen met mijn
onderzoek? Laat het me weten!
Hieronder volgt wat meer informatie over het interview:
Het interview zal een uur duren, maar graag plan ik een kwartier extra voor eventuele
uitloop. De volgende voorwaarden zijn van toepassing m.b.t. het interview:
- Ik zal het interview opnemen, zodat ik het interview kan transcriberen en
analyseren na afname en u tijdens het interview mijn volledige aandacht kan
krijgen. Als het onderzoek is afgerond, zal de audio opname worden verwijderd.
- Tijdens het interview zal ik aantekeningen maken om er zeker van te zijn dat alle
onderwerpen besproken zijn. Na het interview zal ik het transcript toe sturen om
door u te laten controleren en eventueel aan te vullen.
- Wat betreft betrouwbaarheid zal uw identiteit anoniem blijven en zal de
informatie die gedeeld wordt alleen voor deze studie gebruikt worden. Het
transcript en informatie dat volgt uit dit interview zal gepubliceerd worden in
mijn thesis en bewaard worden in de scriptie database van de Radboud
Universiteit. Het is te allen tijde mogelijk om u terug te trekken uit dit onderzoek.
Met vriendelijke groet,
Niké Vlasblom
*I have created a second announcement that was more visually appealing than this text in
order to increase the response. It was designed in the form of text messages on a mobile
phone with colours fitting to the organization. In order to uphold my promise for anonymity
to the organization, the second announcement is not included.
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Appendix 4 – Interview design and guide
Design of the interview guide
The aim of the present study is to explore the role of team learning behaviours in innovation
implementation within the team, since literature showed that there is need for better
understanding of within-group processes of innovation implementation that could be explained
by team learning behaviours. Accordingly, the research question is: “What relationship between
team learning behaviour and innovation implementation have work team members experienced
in their team?”. To answer the research question, it is necessary to understand what actions
team members undertake (i.e. what behaviour the team shows) and with what motivations.
Hence, semi-structured interviews are applied because such interviews allow the respondent to
express diverse perceptions (Barbour, 2014). To allow for generalizability, at least two team
members of the same team are interviewed.
Introduction
After acquiring respondents, the topic and the conditions of the research will be discussed with
the respondents before participating in the interview and will be repeated at the start of the
interview to make sure the respondent gives his/her consent. Having the respondents consent
before proceeding with the interview, will stimulate the respondent to discuss experiences
openly and prevent the respondent from withholding valuable information.
First of all, I would like to thank you very much for participating in this interview and
helping me with me with my master thesis. As mentioned in earlier communication, this
research will be about your experiences with your team regarding the implementation of
innovations and team behaviour.
Before we start, I would like to discuss the conditions of this of this research:
- I will record the audio of this interview so I can transcribe and analyse what has
been said afterwards, and you will have my full attention. When the research has
come to an end, the audio files will be deleted.
- During the interview I will make some notes to make sure I cover the topics of the
research. After the interview I will send you the transcript to check.
- Regarding confidentiality, your identity will be anonymized and the information in
this interview will only be used for the present study. The transcription and
information from this interview will be published in my thesis and stored the thesis
database of the Radboud University. It is possible to withdraw from this research
you want at any time.
Do you agree with pursuing this interview after knowing the conditions of this research?
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Next, three main topics will be questioned in the interview:
1. Characteristics of the team
2. Experience with innovation implementation
3. Experience of team learning behaviours in team innovation implementation
The justification of each topic and corresponding main questions will be discussed below.
Characteristics of the team
The first topic, characteristics of the team, is intended to establish contextual factors that might
explain differences or similarities in data between teams.
Question
How many members does the team
have?

How long has the team been
operating with its current members?
What is the organizational purpose
of this team?

Justification
The purpose of this question is to retrieve
information about the quantity of people involved in
the team and to identify if there is a difference to the
extent of team learning behaviour in teams that can
be linked to the number of team members.
The goal of this question is to see if there is a
difference in experience between teams that differ in
the time of working together.
The intention of this question is to identify whether
there is a difference in the experiences of teams that
can be linked to a type of team.

Experience with innovation implementation
The second topic, experience with innovation implementation, is an addition to contextualizing
the data of the team but is also aimed at recalling the respondent’s experiences with the research
topic, which is beneficial to the collection of data on the research topic (). Originally, the
respondent was asked about the quantity of innovations implemented in the team and then asked
what type of innovations have been implemented. However, after conducting a test interview
and reviewing the questions, the question about the quantity of innovations has been removed
since this question is quantitative of nature and therefore less fitting with the research design.
Moreover, corresponding with the respondent of the test interview and with potential
respondents showed uncertainty and unclarity about the definition of innovation. Therefore, the
respondents will be informed about the definition of team innovation, as presented in the
theoretical background, before participating in the interview. In addition, the definition of team
innovation will be communicated during the interview before asking the questions below.
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Question
What types of innovation has the
team implemented?

What kind of activities take place in
the team when implementing
innovations?
What obstacles have appeared when
implementing innovations? How did
your team resolve those obstacles?

What type of behaviours should
team members display to benefit
implementing innovations?

Justification
The purpose behind this question is to investigate if
the experience of teams differs with regard to
different types of innovations. Furthermore, the
respondent will recall memories of the implemented
innovations and implementation processes. Lastly, by
asking this question, the respondent has to retrieve
memories of former experiences.
This question is meant to identify team activities in
the process of implementing innovations, which can
explain differences in the experience of teams.
Moreover, this question might cause the respondent
to reflect on examples of team learning behaviour.
With this question the respondent is able to share the
experience of obstacles in the context of the team,
that could be an explanation for differences in
experience between teams. Moreover, the obstacles
that are identified, could be explained by (lack of)
team learning behaviours. If the respondent indeed
identified obstacles, the sub-question will provide
insight in whether these obstacles were resolved (or
not) by team learning behaviours.
By asking this question it leaves room for the
respondent to select the topics that are important for
the respondent to stress, before asking more directive
questions based on theoretical assumptions that will
follow next (Barbour, 2012).

Experience of team learning behaviours in team innovation implementation
The third topic, experience of team learning behaviours in team innovation implementation, is
necessary to be able to reject or justify research propositions of the present study. Before asking
the following questions, the respondent is informed that all questions will be about behaviour
during the implementation of the innovation within the team. The ordering of the questions in
this topic is different from the ordering of the propositions because the current ordering of
questions is perceived more logical and comfortable for the respondent (Barbour, 2012).
Question
To what extent does the team work
together to implement innovations?

To what extent is knowledge shared
within the team?

Justification
This question will lead to testing proposition 6:
“Team members perceive team activity to be
facilitative in team innovation implementation, since
taking action to test and implement is necessary in
pursuing and realizing the intended innovation.”
This question will lead to testing proposition 2:
“Team members will perceive that sharing
knowledge about the innovation is facilitative in team
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To what extent does the team share
knowledge outside the team?

To what extent is there conflict in
the team?

To what extent is shared meaning
established in the team?

To what extent is does the team
reflect during the implementation of
innovations?

To what extent does the team save
knowledge for later use?

innovation implementation, as sharing will result in a
more efficient and effective innovation
implementation.”
This question will lead to testing proposition 7:
“Team members perceive boundary crossing to be
facilitative in team innovation implementation, as
crossing boundaries helps with acquiring the support
that is needed for implementing the innovation.”
This question will lead to testing proposition 4:
“Team members perceive constructive conflict to be
facilitative in team innovation implementation to
some extent, since too little or too much
disagreement within the team will cause conflicts and
communication barriers.”
This question will lead to testing proposition 3:
“Team members perceive co-construction to be
facilitative in team innovation implementation, as
conflict management and development of a shared
meaning helps with legitimizing the innovation.”
This question will lead to testing proposition 5:
“Team members perceive team reflexivity to be
facilitative in team innovation implementation, as
reflection, planning and action/adaption is beneficial
to the speed and quality of innovation
implementation.”
This question will lead to testing proposition 8:
“Team members perceive storage and retrieval to be
facilitative in team innovation implementation, since
acquired knowledge about implementation behaviour
is organized and accessible, resulting in better
performance in innovation implementation.”

Closing question
After asking the respondent about the main topics of the interview, the respondent is asked a
closing question, after which the respondent is thanked for participation and is reminded about
the transcript being sent for feedback.
Question
Is there anything else that you would
like to bring up related to the
discussed topics?

Justification
By asking the respondent for additional remarks
about the topic in the interview that might be useful
and otherwise be left out.

The interview questions are translated to Dutch and presented in an interview scheme in Table
3. The questions displayed in italic are follow-up questions to understand more about the main
question and are therefore not discussed in the justification of the interview questions.
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Table 3 Interview scheme with main questions translated to Dutch

Tijd
Thema
00.00- Introductie
05.00

05.00- Kenmerken van
10.00 het team

10.00- Ophalen van
20.00 eerdere
ervaringen

Vraag
Als eerst zou ik u graag willen bedanken voor het deelnemen
aan dit interview en daarmee het helpen met mijn master
scriptie. Zoals aangegeven in eerdere communicatie gaat dit
onderzoek over de ervaringen van u en uw team in relatie tot
innovatie implementatie en team gedrag.
Voordat we beginnen zou ik graag nog de voorwaarden van dit
onderzoek met u willen doornemen:
- Ik zal het interview opnemen, zodat ik het interview kan
transcriberen achteraf en u tijdens het interview mijn
volledige aandacht kan krijgen. Als het onderzoek is
afgerond, zal de audio opname worden verwijderd.
- Tijdens het interview zal ik wel wat aantekeningen
maken om er zeker van te zijn dat alle onderwerpen
besproken zijn. Na het interview zal ik het transcript toe
sturen om te laten controleren.
- Wat betreft betrouwbaarheid zal uw identiteit anoniem
blijven en zal de informatie die gedeeld wordt alleen
voor deze studie gebruikt worden. Het transcript en
informatie dat volgt uit dit interview zal gepubliceerd
worden in mijn thesis en bewaard worden in de scriptie
database van de Radboud Universiteit. Het is te allen
tijde mogelijk om u terug te trekken uit dit onderzoek.
Gaat u akkoord met de voortzetting van dit interview nu u op
de hoogte bent van de voorwaarden van dit onderzoek?
Ik zou graag willen starten met het verkrijgen van meet
informatie over u en uw team. Zou u mij wat kunnen vertellen
over uw organisatie, het team waar u onderdeel van uitmaakt en
uw rol in dit team?
- Hoeveel teamleden heeft uw team?
- Hoe lang heeft het huidige team met elkaar
samengewerkt?
- Wat is het doel van dit team in relatie tot de organisatie?
Ik zou graag enkele ervaringen van u en uw team willen
bespreken over het implementeren van innovaties. Onder team
innovatie valt het introduceren en toepassen van ideeën,
toepassingen, producten en procedures die nieuw zijn voor het
team en tegelijkertijd positief bijdragen voor individuen, het
team zelf of de organisatie.
- Welk type innovaties heeft uw team tot heden
geïmplementeerd?
- Wat voor soort activiteiten vinden er binnen het team
plaats voor het implementeren van innovaties?
- Welke obstakels zijn ontdekt tijdens het implementeren
van een innovatie? Wat zijn de oplossingen hiervoor?
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-

20.00- Innovatie
50.00 implementatie
en team gedrag

50.0055.00
55.0060.00

Toevoegingen
van respondent
Afronding van
interview

Wat voor soort gedrag en handelingen van teamleden
zijn gewenst voor het implementeren van innovaties?
Wat niet? Waarom?
Ik zal nu wat vragen stellen die dieper in gaan over team gedrag
tijdens het implementeren van innovaties.
- In hoeverre werkt het team samen m.b.t. het
implementeren van innovaties?
o Waarvoor wordt samengewerkt? Wanneer wordt
samengewerkt? Wie werkt samen?
o Hoe wordt er samengewerkt?
- In hoeverre wordt kennis gedeeld binnen het team?
o Wat voor kennis wordt gedeeld?
o Wie deelt de kennis?
o Wanneer wordt het gedeeld?
o Hoe wordt het gedeeld?
- In hoeverre wordt kennis gedeeld buiten het team?
o Wat voor kennis wordt gedeeld? Met wie?
- In hoeverre ontstaat er conflict in het team?
o Waar gaat het conflict over?
o Met wie is het conflict?
o Wanneer vindt het conflict plaats?
o Hoe vindt het conflict plaats?
- In hoeverre komen gedeelde perspectieven en
betekenissen tot stand binnen het team?
o Wat zijn de onderwerpen van deze perspectieven
en betekenissen?
o Wie brengt deze perspectieven en betekenissen
tot stand?
o Wanneer komen de perspectieven en
betekenissen tot stand?
o Hoe komen de perspectieven en betekenissen tot
stand?
- In hoeverre reflecteert het team tijdens het
implementeren van innovaties?
o Waar wordt op gereflecteerd?
o Wie reflecteert er?
o Wanneer wordt er gereflecteerd?
o Hoe wordt er gereflecteerd?
- In hoeverre bewaart het team kennis om het later te
kunnen gebruiken?
o Wat voor kennis wordt er bewaard/ opgehaald?
o Wie bewaart de kennis/ haalt de kennis op?
o Wanneer wordt de kennis bewaard/ opgehaald?
o Hoe wordt de kennis bewaard/ opgehaald?
Is er nog iets wat u toe zou willen voegen dat gerelateerd is aan
de onderwerpen die besproken zijn?
Oké. Ik heb verder geen vragen meer. Ik wil u graag bedanken
voor het deelnemen aan mijn onderzoek. Zoals eerder gezegd,
zal ik het transcript toesturen om te laten controleren.
Nogmaals bedankt. Tot ziens.
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Appendix 5 – A priori codes
Theme Category
TLB
Sharing

TII

Items
Knowledge
donating
Knowledge
collecting
Co-construction Conflict
management
Development of
shared meaning
Constructive
Disagreement
conflict
Reflexivity
Reflection
Planning
Action/ Adaption
Team activity
Testing
Implementing
Boundary
Networking
crossing
Lobbying and
convincing
(ambassador)
Storage &
Organizing
retrieval
Memory
Championing/
Inform others
promoting
about the process
Negotiate about
permissions &
resources
Diffusing ideas
inside and outside
of the boundaries
of the team
Application/
Develop a concept
implementation/ or prototype
realization
Share knowledge
on the innovation
Examine
unexpected or
undesired
outcomes
Planning the
application of the
innovation
Implement the
innovation in the
work context

Translated to Dutch
Kennis delen

Code
TLB-kennis delen

Kennis opdoen

TLB-kennis opdoen

Conflictmanagement TLB-Conflict
management
Gelijkstemmen
TLB-gelijkstemmen
Onenigheid

TLB-onenigheid

Reflecteren
Plannen
Actie/ aanpassen
Testen
Implementeren
Netwerken
Overtuigen

TLB-reflecteren
TLB-plannen
TLB-aanpassen
TLB-testen
TLB-implementeren
TLB-netwerken
TLB-overtuigen

Organiseren
Ophalen
Informeren van
anderen over het
proces
Onderhandelen over
bevoegdheden en
middelen
Verspreiden van
ideeën binnen en
buiten het team

TLB-organiseren
TLB-ophalen
TIB-informeren

Ontwikkelen van
concept of prototype
Delen van kennis
over de innovatie
Onderzoeken van
niet voorspelde en
ongewenste
uitkomsten
Plannen van het
toepassen van de
innovatie
Het implementeren
van de innovatie

TIB-ontwikkelen

TIB-onderhandelen
TIB-verspreiden

TIB-kennisdelen
TIB-onderzoeken

TIB-plannen
TIB-implementeren
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Appendix 6 – Inductive codes
(directe) feedback
aangevallen
aanspreekcultuur
aansturing
aanvulling
abstract
achtergrond
actie ondernemen
activiteiten
afhankelijk
afmontage
afspraken maken
agile werken
alternatief idee
analyse
andere visie
angst
arbeidsethos
arbeidsjaren
arrogant
assembleren en verzamelen van meubilair
assortiment
autonomie
bedrijfscultuur
bedrijfsgrootte
begeleiding
begrijpen
begrip
behulpzaam
belangrijk
bewustwording
blij
budget
business to business
business to consumer
channel mangement
chemie
coaching
commercieel
communicatie
communicatiemiddel
communiceren
competitie
complex
complimenteren
conflict
Conflicten vind ik een groot woord
controle
Corona
crisis handelen
cultuur
cursussen
daadkrachting
daar tegenin te gaan
Dat is de een meer gegeven
delen
direct
directeur
diversiteit
doel achter innovatie
doelen stellen

doelgerichtheid
door willen gaan
druk
durven
eenlingen
eigenschap organisatie
eilandencultuur
emotie, gevoel
empathie
energie
erkenning
ervaring delen
fabrikanten
familiebedrijf
feedback ontvangen
focus
formulieren
fouten maken
frequentie
fusie
gebrek aan kwaliteit
gedrag
geduld
geen zin meer
geld
geleefd worden
gepresenteerd
geschiedenis
gesprekken
gevolg
gevolg conflict
grip op zaken
groeien
groepsdynamiek
grootte team
handelsbedrijf
helpen
herinneren
hiërarchisch
holacratie
hulpmiddel
inbreng
indirecte partners
informeel
inkopen
innovatie
inspirerende tijd
intelligentie
interpretatie
investering
inzet en houding
kantoormeubelen
klant
klote
kost-efficiënt
kritisch
kwantitatief
langlopend
leeftijd
leren
linking-pin

magazijn
mail
manager
marges
marketing
mensen
mensen spreken het ook uit
mentaal opgeslagen
mindset
nationaliteit
Nederland
Nee, is ook een antwoord.
niet als voor vol aangezien
niet daadkrachtig
niet florissant
niet iedereen kan dat
niet kritisch
niet kunnen
nieuwe directeur
obstakel
omzet en winst
omzetgroei realiseren
onbegrip
onderbouwing
ontwijken
ontwikkel kansen zien
ontwikkeld
ontwikkelen
onverschilligheid
onzekerheid
onzekerheid voortbestaan bedrijf
oorzaak conflict
oorzaak niet volgen
opbouwend
opleidingen
opleidingscultuur
opleidingsniveau
oplepelen
oplossen
oude manier
oude waarde
overgangsfase
overgedragen rol
overkoepelend
overleggen
overleven
particulieren
persoonlijk
persoonlijkheid
platform
positief
praktijk
prestatie van het bedrijf
prima
prioriteren
probleem
procedures
productie
programma
rapportage
realiseren

reflectie
reorganisatie
repeterend
respect
resultaat conflict
resultaatgerichtheid
rol
rust
sales
samengevoegd
samenwerken
slapeloze nachten
speciale producten
stand-up
stapsgewijs
strategisch
stroef
sturing vanuit de directeur
systeempje
taken verdelen
talent
team zelf
teamplayers
Tevreden klanten
tijd
tijdrovend
Topdown
training
uitdrukken
uiting van directeur
uitleveren naar de bedrijven
veel aan het hoofd
verantwoordelijkheden
verkeerd begrepen
verkoop binnendienst
verkopen
verouderd
verschillend
verschillende invalshoeken
verschillende ontwikkelingen
Verschillende producten
vertrek medewerkers
vertrouwen
vestiging in België
volksaard
voorraad
vorige directeur
vraag om duidelijkheid in verwachting
vrachtwagens
vrijdagmiddagborrels
waterval-theorie
weerstand bieden
weerstand innovatie
wendbaar
werken aan die innovatie niet waarneemba
werkervaring
werkoverleggen
winning mood
zelfstandig
zelfsturing
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